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ABSTRACT
In 1945, the United States military detonated the world’s first atomic bomb at Trinity Site in
the Tularosa Basin, New Mexico. From that point forward, the Tularosa Basin has played
host to thousands of missile tests in support of hundreds of programs, from the V-2 to
modern technologies in current development. White Sands Missile Range, established as
White Sands Proving Ground in 1945, manages an extensive inventory of buildings located
at specific sites across the length of the Range. Over the years, these buildings have
hosted a variety of instrumentation dedicated to tracking, recording, and analyzing rockets
and missiles in flight and their behavior. While most of these sites have been catalogued in
some fashion, the history behind the specific technology of the instrumentation has not
been previously documented. The Directorate of Public Works, Environmental Branch, of
White Sands Missile Range authorized this report as the first phase of a comprehensive
effort to document the development and use of instrumentation at White Sands Missile
Range. This phase focuses on cinetheodolite technology, with additional information on
other optical tracking instruments such as telescopes and cameras. It also covers specific
building types used to shelter these instruments from the often adverse environmental
conditions present in the Tularosa Basin. Through the development of a historic context
covering the development of cinetheodolite technology from 1947-1963 and a discussion of
building property types, this report intends to add to the general body of knowledge
regarding these instruments to better understand their place in the history of the Range, and
to assist in the evaluation of the various buildings for historic significance and eligibility for
listing in the National Register of Historic Places. This report is also intended to facilitate the
creation of additional educational displays on the history of missile testing and development
at the White Sands Missile Range Museum.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
Missile testing at White Sands Missile Range (WSMR, the Range) traces its roots back to
the birth of modern American rocketry (Figure 1). It served as the birthplace of the country’s
missile and space programs and played vital roles in American defense research through
the Atomic Age to the modern, post Cold War era. Essential to the success of the many
missile programs conducted at WSMR is the intricate network of missile tracking,
observation, and recording technologies employed at the Range. Through its history a
diverse array of instrumentation buildings, facilities, and technologies have been developed,
improved, and retired at WSMR. Despite the importance of instrumentation at WSMR,
however, much of the record chronicling its history is scattered across hundreds of historic
documents, reports, photographs, and the many locations on the Range that hosted
instrumentation sites.
This report is part of an ongoing effort by the Environmental Branch of the Directorate of
Public Works at WSMR to record the history of instrumentation at WSMR in order to assist
in evaluating the immense stock of historic-age facilities still present on the Range. Through
their design, many of these buildings and structures convey little of their historical
importance or use, let alone provide much context for the instrumentation they once
housed. Although recent publications have added to the body of knowledge of some of
these instruments, information gaps still exist.
Rather than tackle the whole of instrumentation at once, however, this report represents
part of a measured approach to the documentation of historic Cold War era instrumentation
and associated instrumentation sites. It focuses on the cinetheodolite – an instrument
designed to provide a record of measured angles between a known location and a moving
target – and the types of buildings used as shelters for these instruments, with particular
emphasis on tracing the development of cinetheodolite technology and efforts to improve its
usefulness and accuracy. In addition, this report is intended to facilitate the creation of
additional educational displays and materials for the WSMR Museum for the enjoyment of
both the public and military personnel.
Chapter Two provides historical context for the development of instrumentation on the
range and the building types used to house them. Chapter Three is more specific and
technical information on the instruments and the buildings introduced in the previous
chapter. Chapter Four is a summary of the importance of optical instrumentation to the
history of WSMR and the contributions of the individuals who worked to help make WSMR
the most instrumented test range in the United States (US).
This report and subsequent work is part of a larger, on-going mitigation effort in response to
potential adverse effects to historic properties at WSMR in compliance with the
requirements of Sections 106 and 110 of the National Historic Preservation Act, as
Amended.
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Figure 1. White Sands Missile Range and surrounding area.
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CHAPTER 2

HISTORIC CONTEXT
Askania Cinetheodolites and Optical Tracking Instrumentation at
White Sands Missile Range (1947-1963)
The Tularosa Basin has played an important role in American military history since 1941,
when Alamogordo Army Air Field opened near Alamogordo, New Mexico, to train British
pilots during World War II (WWII). The basin’s remoteness, wide-open spaces, temperate
weather, and relative seclusion proved ideal for training and weapons testing, culminating in
the first test of an atomic weapon at Trinity Site on July 16, 1945 (Kammer 1997:5).
Following the surrender of German rocket scientists to American forces that same year, the
US military began an ambitious test program in the Tularosa Basin focused on rocketry
technology. Construction of facilities at the main cantonment of White Sands Proving
Ground (WSPG) began that summer, considered the “mid-section” of an all-encompassing
test range (Kammer 1997:9). The test program expanded rapidly in the years immediately
following the end of WWII, with the Army working out of WSPG and the newly formed
United States Air Force (USAF) working out of Holloman Air Force Base (HAFB) to the
northeast (the former Alamogordo Army Air Field). Both the Army and the Air Force realized
they would need to build out an instrumentation system to track and record the numerous
missile launches then underway, as the range of the missiles quickly surpassed the
capabilities of the early instrumentation. From the earliest salvaged German cinetheodolites
to advanced models in use decades later, optical recordation played a vital role in the
history of WSMR.

Early Instrumentation and Buildings
Analyzing missile tests in the first decades of activity at WSPG/WSMR had two distinct
phases: observation and recording of the actual test fire of the vehicle and the post-test
data analysis. The first phase of the process is collecting data from missile firings. Various
types of instrumentation (such as cinetheodolites1) are used to gather data. In the second
phase, data reduction, technicians process raw data into a format readily accessible and
understandable to scientists and engineers (Kammer 1997:12). Both phases have
undergone significant changes since the early years of missile testing, but the basic
principles remain the same no matter how the data is gathered or analyzed.
Instrumentation in the early years was scarce on the Range. Prior to the introduction of
German scientists and their advanced technology to American rocketry efforts through the

A cinetheodolite, discussed in detail in a following section, is a combination photo-recording and surveying instrument which
tracks and films moving targets such as rockets, missiles, and other flying craft.
1
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Army’s Operation Paperclip2, US military testers did not have much call for
tracking equipment. Rocketry and missile technology were still in their infancy
during the late 1940s, having been focused on unguided air-to-surface missiles
war. The earliest tests often made do with tools as simple as sighting poles
cameras.

advanced
in the US
during the
and basic

By 1946, however, the need for advanced facilities and instrumentation was apparent. The
Army’s Ballistic Research Laboratory (BRL), headquartered at Aberdeen Proving Ground in
Maryland, assembled a forty-man team divided into two groups to tackle the problem of
missile tracking and analysis at WSPG (Kammer 1997:14). The first group was tasked with
developing an electronic tracking and timing system. Known as Doppler Velocity and
Position System (DOVAP), the system operated as a basic radar by using stations
scattered across the Range to keep in constant contact with the missile (Figure 2). By
measuring the timing difference between the outgoing and incoming radio signals,
observers could track the missile’s speed and relative position on the Range (Missile
1960:15). The second group was responsible for optical tracking and recording of missile
tests using cameras and telescopes. It was this optical team that began using refurbished
German cinetheodolites recovered from where they had been dumped in the North Sea by
retreating Nazi forces near the end of WWII (Kammer 1997: 13-14).

Figure 2. DOVAP antennae. Courtesy WSMR.

Operation Paperclip was a secret US Government program that brought captured German rocket scientists and engineers to
the United States at the end of World War II to continue their research into rocket and missile technology for the Army.
2
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However, developing the tools for tracking missile flights was not sufficient for proper data
analysis and reduction. The various instruments and systems relied on triangulation to
determine the missile’s position, which meant the absolute physical locations for each
station were required for proper calculations. In addition, the Range needed a unified timing
system so that analysts could be certain that disparate pieces of data from different
locations recorded the exact same moment in the missile’s flight. As such, a geodetic
survey of the Range would be required to precisely locate all instrumentation sites, in
addition to tying the sites together with a timing system.
One pioneer at WSPG engaged in solving these issues was Benjamin Billups, a 1947
graduate of the New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mining (NMCA&M, what became
NMSU) in nearby Las Cruces. Billups re-enrolled in NMCA&M after the war to finish a
degree in Civil Engineering at the same time the BRL was starting a partnership with the
college’s Physical Science Laboratory (PSL). As such, he was able to get first-hand
experience at WSPG assisting the first PSL survey crews documenting the Range. These
early efforts developed a series of 26 points (labeled A-Z) and the angles between them to
assist in triangulating missile position. After graduation, WSPG hired Billups to continue his
survey efforts and improve the level of accuracy. Because missile flight position has height
in addition to latitude and longitude, a three dimensional mapping system incorporating
elevation above sea level was required. Using a modified transverse mercator projection,
Billups’ team developed a basic but effective X-Y-Z coordinate grid system for the Range,
through which observers could plot missile location (Kammer 1997:15-16). This early survey
was not a true geodetic survey, however, as it did not account for the curvature of the earth
or the earth’s gravitational field.
As Billups and his team completed their survey work, WSPG began construction of more
permanent instrumentation buildings. Seeing the need for a central location where
instrumentation and tracking data could be collected to help coordinate the expanding
number of missile tests, Billups recommended the Army construct what became known as
C Station, one of three eventual control centers located at the Range (the other two being
located at HAFB and Stallion Range Center, at the extreme north end of the Range)
(Kammer 1997:16). Billups also designed early cinetheodolite shelters to house and protect
the sensitive instruments. Billups went on to head up the Data Reduction Branch at WSPG
starting in 1952 (WSMR, 2010).
Another Army engineer, Ozro “Ozzie” Covington, helped plan and coordinate the installation
of hundreds of miles of wire and cable that linked the various instrumentation sites to C
Station and the other control stations (Vick, 2012). Prior to this, site operators had to radio
in results and timing data to test coordinators. Through this physical linkage, recorded data
could be quickly collated at C Station and electronically time-stamped by the Range’s timing
system. This was the start of the “mission control” approach to missile testing, the concept
of a centralized network for tracking and communications (Tsiao 2008:8). This approach
also used a series of linked radar stations to allow for continuous tracking and guidance of
missiles in flight. Placing all of these functions in a central hub also improved safety, as
observers could track a missile’s general flight path in real time and help coordinate
instrumentation and retrieval once the flight terminated. Covington later took the mission
control concept to NASA when he left WSMR in 1961.
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Instrumentation
Once the US rocketry program began in earnest with the assistance of the Operation
Paperclip scientists, available American instrumentation quickly proved inadequate. The
main American-made cinetheodolite in use, the Akeley, had been deemed insufficient and
unsatisfactory for use in recording missile tests flights as early as 1946, during JB-2 missile
testing (a US copy of the German V-1 flying bomb) at Wendover Army Airfield in Utah
(Weitze 1997:35). Even if the capabilities of the American equipment proved adequate on
paper, by 1949 most Akeleys had been modified to operate as fixed cameras recording the
initial phases of missile flight rather than tracking instruments (Range Instrumentation
Branch 1949:7). The instrument in highest demand across all military branches was the
German made Askania Werke cinetheodolite (also sometimes referred to simply as an
Askania).
The Allied military had recovered an unknown number of Askania cinetheodolites at the end
of the war. Many of the instruments managed to find their way to WSPG along with the
Operation Paperclip scientists, where they were carefully disassembled, cleaned of salt
water corrosion, and painstakingly put back together (Weitze 1997:75). Askania Werke itself
had several corporate branches in Germany, some in the Allied zones, and were thus an
additional source of instruments and parts. Despite this, Askanias were frustratingly difficult
to come by for missile researchers and acquiring growing numbers of functional units
became a top priority for the Army, Air Force, and Navy. By 1949, HAFB had 22 of the
instruments, only half of which were considered operational (Steinhoff 1950:41).
Other than cinetheodolites, the
primary
instrument
for
optical
observation of missile flights was the
telescope. The earliest tracking
telescope used at WSPG was the T-1,
affectionately known as “Little Bright
Eyes,” developed and installed in
1945 by James Edson, the brother-inlaw of astronomer Clyde Tombaugh
(Gold
2005:209)
(Figure
3).
Tombaugh himself soon went to work
for WSPG and assisted the BRL at
Aberdeen Proving Ground in the
development of a series of improved
tracking telescopes over the next
several years. The T-2 and T-3
Figure 3. T-1 Tracking Telescope, “Little Bright
telescopes were housed in modified
Eyes,” 1946. Courtesy WSMR.
M-45 machine gun mounts and
featured single optics with attached
Mitchell 35mm motion picture cameras. The massive T-4 telescope housed at Mule Peak
sat on a converted Navy 90mm gun mount and also integrated a camera (Gold 2005:209210). The last of the T-series scopes, T-5, was a dual optic model with integrated camera
that may have served as a prototype for later telescopes (ibid).
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Buildings
The early 1950s witnessed a tremendous amount of construction activity at WSPG and
HAFB. As the Army began committing to the construction of more permanent facilities for
instrumentation in the late 1940s, it developed a leisurely, ten-year build-out plan for
construction that called for steady development up through 1960. Facilities would be located
on the Range using information from the survey efforts, and built in support of specific
projects as the need arose. However, the outbreak of the Korean War in 1950 provided
WSPG with new urgency to get new facilities in place for rocket and missile testing
(Kammer 1997:16).
The early instrumentation buildings were relatively simple. The most basic facility was a
concrete pad with a large, fixed, metal pedestal supporting the instrument (Figure 4). A
canvas tarp covered the instrument when it was not in use to protect it from the elements.
Nearby would be a small shelter housing electronic equipment, with a generator stand
outside (Figures 5, 6). Crew comfort was rarely taken into consideration, and the desert
weather often wreaked havoc with both equipment and personnel (Kammer 1997:16-17).

Figure 4. Askania instrumentation site, circa 1947. Courtesy WSMR.
AmaTerra Environmental, Inc.
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Figure 5. Early cinetheodolite station at Bern Site. Courtesy WSMR.

Figure 6. Early cinetheodolite site with construction materials nearby, 1948.
Courtesy WSMR.
AmaTerra Environmental, Inc.
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Concurrent with development of WSPG, the Naval Ordnance Test Station (NOTS) at China
Lake, California in the northern Mojave Desert was under development. The Navy had also
acquired captured German Askania cinetheodolites, although there is some question as to
whether these were also retrieved from the Baltic Sea as recounted in WSMR historic
accounts. As early as 1946, the Navy had constructed six simple, cast-in-place, reinforced
concrete rectangular buildings to mount their Askania cinetheodolites, which allowed the
instrument to be elevated above the desert floor (Figure 7) (Esser & Trevino 2014).
Weather conditions, particularly in the summer when the desert heat would create thermal
distortions in the air (a phenomenon dubbed “atmospheric boil”), continued to cause
problems with data accuracy.

Figure 7. Cinetheodolite Building, NOTS, California, Constructed 1946 (National Archives and
Records Administration)

The Navy can be credited with designing and building the first true cinetheodolite shelter
prior to 1948 at the former Naval Air Station Point Mugu, now Naval Base Ventura County
(NBVC). To allow for 180 degree visibility on the mainland and 360 degree visibility on their
Channel Island tracking facilities, the cinetheodolites were mounted under a corrugated
sheet metal roof mounted on tracks that could be rolled out of the way to expose the
instrument for use (Wee & Byrd 2000). The instrument housing was supported on an Xbraced timber frame (Figure 8).
The Army used a similar design at WSPG with shelters of concrete masonry units and
concrete framing. The more advanced types featured a hydraulic pedestal inside to lift the
instruments to the flat roof for use. These buildings provided improved shelter for the
instruments when not in use, with the added benefit of electrical equipment housed in the
same building. Like the concrete pad sites, however, these facilities did not offer much in
the way of comfort for the crews assigned to work at them.
AmaTerra Environmental, Inc.
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Figure 8. Cinetheodolite Shelter, San Nicolas Island, California (Navy), July 1948 (Courtesy Naval
Base Ventura County)

Dr. Ernst Steinhoff and the Land-Air Corporation
Dr. Ernst Steinhoff came to the Tularosa Basin and WSPG as part of the original group of
German scientists in 1945 as part of Project Overcast (superseded by Operation Paperclip
in 1946) (Weitze 1997:24). At the primary German research facility for rocketry and missile
testing, Peenemunde, Steinhoff worked under Dr. Werner von Braun as the director of
guidance and control. Upon arriving at WSPG, Steinhoff worked again with von Braun on
the V-2 program before transferring to HAFB to work on Range instrumentation (ibid.). His
analysis of the state of instrumentation at HAFB (and WSPG, to a lesser extent) and
subsequent report released in 1950 had a tremendous impact on instrumentation used on
the Range, the physical layout of the Range, and ultimately how the Range operated. The
present day WSMR is largely representative of Steinhoff's vision.
The Air Force brought Steinhoff to HAFB in an attempt to bring order to the haphazard
instrumentation then in use for the Air Force’s missile tests (Weitze 1997:32). The Air Force
commonly relied on contractors to operate instrumentation in support of individual and
specific projects, which led to a collection of modified and non-standardized instruments.
Such a situation was not conducive to accuracy and precision over a wide range of tests
and made it difficult to schedule test launches within the limited border of HAFB. As a
specialist in ground instrumentation and missile tracking, Steinhoff began by performing a
“state of instrumentation” survey for HAFB, combining it with his knowledge of the activities
and capabilities of WSPG. The results of the survey were then compiled into a report
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(actually two reports, with the second an inclusive and revised edition of the first) released
across the Range in mid-1950 (Steinhoff 1950).
The first problems Steinhoff identified were the need for a more accurate survey of the
Range in order to better locate instrumentation sites and the need for additional, up-range
instrumentation sites. The increased range of missiles in testing was outstripping the
capabilities of HAFB’s existing instrumentation sites, and new cinetheodolites and tracking
stations would be needed in the very near future to keep up with advancing missile
technology (Steinhoff 1950:2). To that end, Steinhoff suggested moving the launching sites
south to between WSPG and the town of Orogrande (Figure 9), and building new
instrumentation sites around and north of Mockingbird Gap, between the Oscura and
Mockingbird (part of the San Andres Mountains) mountain ranges (Steinhoff 1950:6-7,10).
In addition, he advocated for the purchase of additional land for the Range north of its
present boundaries such that the effective range of a missile launch could extend to 170
miles.
Steinhoff realized that previous instrumentation locations had been chosen partly based on
short-term project needs, a practice he felt led to inefficiency. As a result, he identified
several locations where he felt permanent instrumentation facilities would most benefit a
wide variety of programs for both the Air Force and the Army. He backed up this approach
with careful analysis of the capabilities of current tracking technology versus the challenges
presented by the Tularosa Basin’s geography and weather patterns, particularly the
importance of taking the curvature of the Earth, its gravity, and heat distortion into account
when using optical tracking instrumentation (Steinhoff 1950:29-30). For ground observation,
Steinhoff suggested Trinity Range Camp (Miller’s Watch), Red Butte, and Loma (apparently
never built). To tie these sites together with the rest of the Range, he identified sites on
North Oscura Peak and Skillet Knob for relay stations (Steinhoff 1950:10-13). Each site was
selected specifically for its intended purpose to best take advantage of its unique geography
or spatial location.
Steinhoff recognized that the coordinate system developed by Billups for WSPG had
problems, namely that it did not account for the curvature of the earth or the effect of gravity
(Steinhoff 1950:29). As a result, as missiles achieved greater distances and altitudes, the
location data became less accurate. As precision was paramount in missile data reduction,
additional survey and refinement would be needed. Steinhoff enlisted fellow Operation
Paperclip scientist Dr. Hellmut H. Schmid to study the existing survey and recommend
improvements. Like Steinhoff, Schmid worked extensively at Peenemunde as an optical
instrument specialist. As the head of the data reduction operation at the German facility, he
possessed extensive knowledge of survey and geodesy (Sands 1949:3).
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Figure 9. Proposed Orogrande Range Camp. Steinhoff, 1950.

Schmid, in a separate report entitled “Principles of the Physical Geodesy for the
Establishment of a Long Range Weapons Test Range,” confirmed that the effect of the
curvature of the earth and gravity on missile flight and observation increased as missile
flight distance increased, rendering the existing survey inadequate. He also argued that
existing geodetic surveys used by the US government at the time were not adequate for the
precision required by future missile testing. Schmid thus recommended a comprehensive
resurvey of the entire Tularosa Basin including the WSPG, HAFB, and Fort Bliss range
areas to establish a known level “triangulation net” that would allow for the measurements
of deviations from the reference surface (Steinhoff 1950:30-31). This would greatly improve
the accuracy of not only instrumentation data but allow for the exact placement of
AmaTerra Environmental, Inc.
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observation sites at any elevation. Schmid only stayed at WSPG until 1950, at which point
he transferred to the BRL at Aberdeen Proving Grounds in Maryland (Army Research and
Development 3(9):25).
Instrumentation itself also fell under Steinhoff’s critical eye. The existing Askania
cinetheodolites had often been modified by contractors to improve their capabilities or
overcome shortcomings. While he recognized the value in these improvements, the lack of
standardization meant each instrument operated a little differently than the others, requiring
familiarity on the part of the operators. It also made the instruments more difficult to repair
when they inevitably broke down. Steinhoff recommended that all cinetheodolites adopt
uniform improvements to assist in operation and maintenance, and advocated for improved,
long focal length instruments in order to track missiles at higher altitudes and greater
distances (Steinhoff 1950:9). Notably, he pushed for elevating the cinetheodolites above the
ground and locating shelters on topographic high points to better protect them from
atmospheric conditions.
Recognizing that competition between the various military branches was only hindering
missile testing and development, Steinhoff urged the Air Force to work closely with the
Army and WSPG. Duplicating effort was a waste of resources and an unnecessary barrier
to making HAFB and the Tularosa Basin the nation’s premier missile testing facility.
Steinhoff studied the Navy’s implementation of testing procedures and policy of allowing
individual installations greater control over their operations, and found this complementary
to his own experiences at Peenemunde. To that effect, he also suggested the US military
commander adopt a more hands-off approach to HAFB and WSPG and endorse a degree
of autonomy that would allow the installations to reduce testing redundancy. He pushed for
increased funding of testing programs over the addition of more missile programs, arguing
that a smaller number of working missiles was preferable to a larger number of “prototypeonly” missiles (Weitze 1997:36).
Steinhoff’s report came at a time when the outbreak of the Korean War pushed the Army
and Air Force to adopt a much faster pace of missile testing and development than they had
been previously pursuing. As such, he had great influence on the direction of missile testing
in the Tularosa Basin for decades to come. Another early influence on missile testing and
instrumentation came from a different source, however, in the form of contracting firm LandAir, Incorporated. Through their ongoing contract work, Land-Air helped standardize
instrumentation across HAFB (and the Upper Range of WSPG) as well as provide
organized improvements and maintenance to the equipment used to record and analyze the
various testing projects.
Beginning in January of 1949, Land-Air took over operation of instrumentation for HAFB
previously operated by a combination of enlisted men operating under the Range
Instrumentation Section’s Instrumentation Branch and contractors from North American
Aviation, Inc. Shortly after, instrumentation under the auspices of Boeing, the Glenn L.
Martin Company, and the Hughes Aircraft Company were also placed under Land-Air’s
direct control, effectively making Land-Air the single operator (Land-Air 1950:4). From mid1949 to mid-1950, Land-Air undertook an extensive program of organizing, installing,
improving, and maintaining the cinetheodolites, radar stations, ribbon cameras, and other
instrumentation under their control to standardize it and increase efficiency of the operators,
who became interchangeable between stations (Land-Air 1950:16-17).
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Land-Air also implemented two other improvements: a standard timing network and a
system for regular upgrades. By routing all timing signals to a central location with an
amplifier and then feeding these signals out to individual stations, Land-Air gained a level of
flexibility not present in the previous system of independent timing connections (Land-Air
1950:21). For improvements to instrumentation, Land-Air organized upgrades into
“improvement projects” that were tested on a small number of existing instruments before
being rolled out en masse to the remainders and those at new facilities, often as part of
planned maintenance. This organized distribution ensured that all instrumentation was up to
date at any given time and thus increased the “up-time” for missile tracking systems (LandAir 1950:22).

Integrated Range
By the late 1940s, the Tularosa Basin played host to missile testing by the Army, Air Force,
and Navy thanks to its ideal environment and expanding range of instrumentation. However,
the three branches competed with one another for project funding, skilled personnel, and
the equipment necessary to not only develop missiles but to record and analyze the test
data. As the number of tests steadily increased in the closing years of the decade, some
began calling for increased cooperation between the various branches in order to increase
testing efficiency. Steinhoff was a leading proponent of the “integrated range” approach to
testing and advocated its benefits in his reports and studies for HAFB. He was not the only
proponent, for in 1949 the commanding officer of WSPG formed a Joint Range Coordination
Committee that included both the lead Naval officer at WSPG and the commanding officer
at HAFB.
It would be several years before the committee’s efforts bore fruit, due to interference by
nearby Fort Bliss. From the early days of the Army’s explorations in missile and rocketry
technology, Fort Bliss had been a major player and was the original destination for much of
the captured German technology and scientists brought over to the United States in the last
months of WWII. Although WSPG was constructed as a separate installation from Fort Bliss
with its own commander, Fort Bliss provided much of the support for the early V-2 testing
conducted at WSPG (Eidenbach et al. 1996:27–28). As such, the commanding officer of
Fort Bliss felt that WSPG and all tests conducted on the Range fell under his authority and
he objected to removing project planning and coordination from his jurisdiction of Fort Bliss
(Kammer 1997:10). WSPG, as an Army installation, sided with Fort Bliss, while the Air
Force and Navy objected. Among other arguments, the Air Force believed that HAFB’s
standing as a guided missile research facility required its continual operation as an
independent entity, and both felt that the economy and quality of operations would suffer
under consolidated rule by the Army. They proposed a permanent Joint Range Board to
coordinate efforts while allowing all branches to retain control of their respective programs
(Redmond 1954:33–34).
The question was finally settled in August of 1952 when the Secretary of Defense
established WSPG as a permanent facility and program with operational command given to
its own commanding officer, rather than subordinate to Fort Bliss. The Air Force and Navy
were allowed to keep all facilities under their control, although instrumentation and land,
such as the HAFB bombing range, were handed over to WSPG. The Army, Air Force, and
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Navy were assigned deputies overseeing their respective programs who would report
directly to the WSPG Commanding Officer (Redmond 1954:37–38). HAFB and WSPG were
integrated a few weeks later in September on order of the Secretary of Defense, and
WSPG’s commanding general released an order detailing the plan of operation for the
integrated range later that month. The Range operated as WSPG until the name was
changed to WSMR in May 1958.
The integrated range was a major step forward for missile testing at WSPG. To begin with,
the integration order authorized all three branches to construct additional buildings,
facilities, and infrastructure on the Range as necessary for completing tests. Oversight of
the various private contractors employed by the Army and Air Force (such as Land-Air) was
consolidated under the auspices of the Army, allowing for improved standardization across
the Range and improvements in instrumentation and data reduction. This also inadvertently
led to a decline in the role of military personnel in missile testing, replaced by civilian
contractors, researchers, and scientists. As many of these private contractors had primary
headquarters far away from the Tularosa Basin, both the Range and the surrounding areas
underwent a building boom as test facilities sprouted up across the length of the Range in
support of the increasing number of missile test programs now underway at WSPG
(Kammer, 1997:11-12). Finally, the naming conventions for instrumentation sites changed
as part of range integration. In 1951, HAFB had reassigned its alphanumeric nomenclature
to site type. Launch and control sites became Baker sites, and cinetheodolite sites were
designated Peter sites (Weitze 1997:76). Under the integrated range, while HAFB kept
these designations internally, the sites themselves were known by either general location
names (Miller’s Watch), program names (Army 1), or direction and distance (NW 70). Some
retained an alphanumeric designation that was tied to their function (D-9, where D indicates
a Doppler radar site); for WSMR, G (Golf) indicated a cinetheodolite station (Aerospace
Corporation 1963:1–7) (Figure 10).

Improvements in Cinetheodolite Technology
Steinhoff’s recommendations and the early work of Land-Air set the stage for improvements
to WSPG’s instrumentation capabilities, both through the expansion of instrumentation sites
across the Range and through upgrading the technology behind the cinetheodolites,
tracking telescopes, radars, and related equipment used to record missile flight data.
Through the newly implemented policy of the integrated range and the re-designation of
WSPG to WSMR, the last barrier to unified range-wide instrumentation fell and innovation in
instrumentation technology accelerated rapidly. This allowed for not only increased
accuracy of missile test data, but also the testing of new missiles with increased range,
faster data reduction, and ultimately allowed for real-time tracking in the near future.
Early missiles did not fly particularly far or very fast, and were relatively easy to track
manually with instrumentation available at the time (particularly the Askania Gtk 40 and Kth
41 cinetheodolites). Focal lengths were relatively short on these optical tracking
instruments, as the missiles flew at low altitude at low speed and did not travel far. The
cameras attached to the telescopes that recorded missile flight were subsequently low
speed, operating at a leisurely five frames per second, and the modified gun mounts on
which early cinetheodolites were often mounted had limited range of motion. Through the
1950s, the two models were replaced by the Kth 51 model.
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Figure 10. Cinetheodolite stations and names, circa 1963. Aerospace Corporation, 1963.
(Las Cruces in left corner of the map)
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By the late 1950s, WSMR had over 50 Askania cinetheodolites in operation, but only one
third were of the newest improved version, known as the Kth 53. Nevertheless, the older
models (the Kth 51 and the “improved” Kth 52) were considered the workhorses of the
Range and the only instrumentation capable of recording extended missile trajectories due
to the quality of their optics (Range Instrumentation Development Division 1958:17).
Improvements made to the existing Askanias included adding graduated circles to the
recordings to speed up data reduction by automating the reading of position information,
pin-assisted film advance to allow for more accurate correlation between the timing signals
and the film, automatic exposure control, and improved tracking assistance mechanisms to
allow for easier close-range recording of high velocity missile flight (Range Instrumentation
Development Division 1958:18). The Askanias were also tied into WSMR’s Chain Radar
System (a system allowing for continuous coverage of the Range, part of the mission
control concept noted earlier) to allow for smooth tracking of missiles from one
cinetheodolite station to the next (Schendel 1958:18).
Other improvements included enhanced optics, maneuvering yokes allowing for single
operator use, and pulse operated high speed film capabilities (up to 10 frames per second,
double that of the old Kth 41 Askania models) with longer recording capacity (Ranged
Instrumentation Development Division 1958:18). Even with the improvements, Range
scientists suggested that the accuracy and capabilities of the Askanias were underused,
and could be improved further still with minor field modifications and enhanced training on
the part of the operators (Ranged Instrumentation Development Division 1958:17). The
ultimate goal, as with Land-Air’s efforts at HAFB, was standardizing the Range’s Askanias
to make them interchangeable both for physical parts and operator training (Data Analysis
Section 1960:11).
AT HAFB, Land-Air’s program of systematic upgrades to the Askanias under its care
resulted in improved versions that differed somewhat from what the Army used at WSMR.
Although many of the improvements seen in the Kth 53 model were also incorporated into
Land-Air’s Askanias, the contractor modified the film transport mechanism and camera
housing to enable variable, higher speed filming of 10, 20, and even 40 frames per second.
Higher speed film also required a larger film “magazine,” so the Land-Air Askanias also had
four times the film capacity of the slower speed Kth 53 models (Aerospace Corporation
1963:7–9).
A fourth type of Askania in use at WSMR by the early 1960s was developed through
cooperation of the Ballistics Research Laboratory and the Naval Gun Factory (BRL-NGF).
The BRL-NGF Askania, like the Land-Air design, was essentially a modified Kth 53 with
enhanced abilities such as a longer focal length, enhanced camera casing and film delivery
mechanism, and a more robust mount. Like the Land-Air, the BRL-NGF model was capable
of higher speeds than the base Kth 53, and held even more film than the Land-Air Askanias
(Aerospace Corporation 1963:7–9) (Figure 11).
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Figure 11. BRL-NGF cinetheodolite (left), Askania Kth-53 cinetheodolite (right).

The Askanias and their offshoots were not the only cinetheodolites in use at WSMR.
Beginning in the late 1950s, a cinetheodolite—made by the Swiss manufacturer Contraves
Corporation—began testing on the Range. Its specifications and capabilities were similar to
the BRL-NGF Askania, but it was much larger and had an integrated tracking assist
mechanism (Figure 12). Early tests were promising, but due to the costs of integrating a
different manufacturer’s equipment into the Askania cinetheodolite network, it was not fully
adopted by the Range until the early 1960s (Data Analysis Section 1960:11). The
Contraves Electro-Optical Targeting System (EOTS) cinetheodolites were originally used
mostly in the south part of the Range, while the Askanias and their variants were used
across the range (Figure 13).
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Figure 12. An early Contraves EOTS cinetheodolite, housed at White Sands Museum.
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Figure 13. Cinetheodolite locations by type (1962).
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Cinetheodolites were only one component of WSMR’s optical tracking system. Ribbon
cameras (motion picture cameras), still frame cameras, and tracking telescopes all played a
role in missile testing from the earliest days. One early tracking telescope used on the
Range was the Intercept Ground Optical Recorder (IGOR), developed in 1951 in part by
Clyde Tombaugh in partnership with the BRL (Gold 2005:211). Originally designed for use
with the Nike and Talos missile programs, the telescopes were adapted to support later
programs up through the 1980s. IGOR was a folding Newtonian telescope with an attached
35mm Mitchell motion picture camera mounted on a modified 5-inch Navy gun turret
(Figures 14, 15). Mainly located in the north part of the Range, IGOR required a crew of
three to operate, with two controlling the telescope and one station chief who took light
readings, operated the camera, and provided general oversight (Missile 1960:14). A later
version of the IGOR known as MIGOR (Modified IGOR), used a 96-inch telescope and
added in improvements such as a wider field of view, automatic exposure control, and the
ability to stabilize the optics to compensate for temperature variations. A mobile cousin of
the MIGOR, the Medium Focal Length Mobile Tracking Telescope (MFLMTT), was
developed and built entirely at WSMR (Dynalectron 1965:10-11) (Figure 16).

Figure 14. IGOR tracking telescope, circa 1952. Courtesy WSMR.
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Figure 15. IGOR T-7 tracking telescope in astrodome, circa 1965. Courtesy WSMR.

Figure 16. MFLMTT in operation, 1966. Courtesy WSMR.
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Another type of tracking telescope used on the Range in conjunction with cinetheodolites
was the Recording Optical Tracking Instrument (ROTI), manufactured by the Perkin-Elmer
Corporation (Figure 17). The ROTI was an improved cinetheodolite with one large and one
small mirror used to photograph high altitude events, terminal trajectory, and impact of
missiles (Figure 18). It had a very high speed (100 frames per second) 70mm camera and
was primarily used at high-altitude locations to make the most of its optical capabilities
(Range Instrumentation Development Division 1958:21). The first ROTI was installed on
HAFB at the Frequency Monitoring Station and put into service in 1959 for use with the Nike
Zeus missile program (Land-Air 1959:16-17). A second ROTI was installed by the early
1960s on Salinas Peak.
A further refinement of the ROTI was the Small Missile Telecamera (SMT), a medium focal
length telescope with an attached large aperture camera. Designed to gather trajectory data
and vector miss distance of small, high velocity missiles, it was the first large telescope to
have a custom designed mount rather than use a modified surplus gun mount (Range
Instrumentation Development Division 1958:21) (Figure 19). The SMT could be used as a
fixed or tracking camera system, and provided the basis of improved event recording
instruments (missile intercept, miss-distance, impact, etc.) used in later years on the Range.
Like the cinetheodolites, the various tracking telescopes were scattered across the Range,
located at sites that maximized their use and capabilities (Figure 20).

Figure 17. ROTI with attached Mitchell cameras, circa 1960. Courtesy WSMR.
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Figure 18. Conceptual drawing of the ROTI (left) and photo of ROTI in use (right). Courtesy WSMR.

Figure 19. The SMT showing its custom designed mount, mid-1960s. Courtesy WSMR.
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Figure 20. Tracking telescope locations by type (1962).
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CHAPTER 3

CINETHEODOLITES AND BUILDING PROPERTY
TYPES
Cinetheodolites
Cinetheodolites at their most basic are relatively simple instruments, but the sheer number
of improvements made to the Askania models over the years of their use at WSMR shows
the level of complexity inherent in their capabilities. Even those trained in their use and
charged with maintaining and improving them noted that the Askanias were often not used
to their full potential and were capable of improved data gathering with only minor
modifications. A cinetheodolite is the combination of two separate pieces of equipment: a
theodolite, and a motion picture camera. A theodolite uses elevation and bearing
(“azimuth”) to pinpoint the position of a distant point on a known coordinate system, based
on the known location of the instrument itself. For missile tracking, the theodolite indicates
the azimuth and elevation angles of the line of position from the instrument to the target. By
combining the lines of two or more instruments, the position of the target can be precisely
plotted and velocity and acceleration of the missile can be derived from the combined data.
The camera allows this information to be recorded for later viewing and analysis; otherwise,
the calculation would have been done on the fly (virtually impossible task prior to the advent
of modern computers).
Cinetheodolites generally had two operators, one controlling the elevation and the other the
azimuth through the use of two spotting scopes attached to either side of the instrument.
The two operators must work together to keep the instrument trained on the target. As the
operators track the missile through its flight path, the target image, the azimuth and
elevation angles to the target, the frame number and the Range timing information are
recorded on each frame of film (Figure 21). By comparing film frames from different
cinetheodolites synced via the timing information, an observer can plot the exact location of
the missile in space and can extrapolate additional data as described previously.
The early Gtk 40 Askania model, developed by the Germans just prior to WWII, operated at
one to four frames per second and generally had enough film to record about 15 minutes
worth of missile flight using a venetian blind style shutter. Their spotting scopes were short
and stubby, and the primary lens had a relatively short focal length. It was generally
considered inadequate for rocket and missile tracking, and was revised in 1941 into the Kth
41 (Naval Ordnance Test Station 1953: 2). These improved models had slightly longer
spotting scopes, 60mm objectives, and could operate at up to five frames per second,
although this resulted in only about three minutes worth of usable film footage. They used a
timed electronic pulse to operate the shutter, allowing for synchronized operation across the
Range and was accurate up to approximately 25 miles (Range Instrumentation Branch
1949:3–4). The Kth 41 model was the primary workhorse at HAFB and WSPG until the
early 1950s when improved versions appeared (the Kth 51 and 52), but was not fully retired
until the early 1960s (Data Analysis Section 1960:11).
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Figure 21. Diagram of cinetheodolite film strip. Aerospace Corporation, 1963.

The Kth 53 model differed in few but important ways. The cinetheodolite’s main objective
(lens) was either 100mm or 120mm, providing almost twice the focal length of the older
models and thus enhanced range and clarity (up to 70,000 feet). The Kth 53 also sported
enhanced spotting scopes (which were used on earlier models as well). The carriage for the
instrument was larger and more robust, and the model enjoyed a number of improvements
up through the 1960s. These included automatic tracking assist mechanisms, improved film
mechanisms allowing for higher speed operation (commonly 10 frames per second), coded
circles recorded on the film to expedite data reduction, and further refinement of the
objective to enhance clarity.
Stock Askanias were considered “low speed” instruments, as they generally operated at five
frames per second or less. The so-called “high speed” cinetheodolites such as the modified
Askanias used by Land-Air and BRL-NGF and the Contraves operated at much higher film
speeds. As noted earlier, Land-Air’s modified Askanias were functionally very similar to the
Kth 53 model, but due to the improvements in the film delivery system and camera housing
were capable of high speed operation of 10, 20, and 40 frames per second, and had larger
film canisters to accommodate the increased exposure rate. Otherwise, they shared optics
and other improvements made to the Kth 53, a lasting legacy of Land-Air’s efforts to
standardize the instrumentation under their care (Aerospace Corporation 1963:7–3, 7–4).
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The BRL-NGF model used a much larger objective lens with a longer focal length and
concurrently had a shorter depth of field. It shared spotting telescopes with the Kth 53, but
had large film canisters mounted directly below the scopes that fed into the primary camera
mechanism. The extra equipment required the more robust mount designed specifically for
the instrument. Like the Land-Air version, it also had variable speed operation of 10, 20, and
40 frames per second (Aerospace Corporation 1963:7–3, 7–9).
The Contraves differed in appearance from the Askanias while providing similar
performance. Much larger than the Askanias, the Contraves integrated an automatic
tracking system to assist in keeping a fast-moving, high altitude target within visual range.
Its main objective compared favorably to that used by the BRL-NGF Askania, and was
housed in a single, all-in-one case. Unlike the Askanias, the Contraves mount provided
integrated stools and footrests for the operators and allowed the whole unit to turn as one
(Figure 22). The Contraves operated at 10, 20, or 30 frames per second with a film capacity
of 500 feet. Due to their high speed and advanced optics, Contraves were commonly used
to record mid-flight events such as the boost phase of a missile test (Aerospace Corporation
1963:7–3, 7–10).

Figure 22. Contraves cinetheodolite in use. Courtesy WSMR.

Building Types
The question of where to site cinetheodolite stations and how to house the instruments
vexed both the Army and the Air Force during the Range’s early years, particularly before
the military brought all of the various branch programs together under the umbrella of the
integrated range. As discussed previously, Steinhoff’s survey and instrumentation reports
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were essential to identifying new cinetheodolite stations that would serve the most good for
the Range as a whole rather than for an individual project or two. Cinetheodolites needed to
be located such that at least two (and preferably more) instruments would be able to track
and record a missile simultaneously in order to accurately triangulate the missile’s position,
velocity, and acceleration. To that end, the sites chosen to host cinetheodolite stations
spread across the length of the Range and at various elevations to ensure proper coverage
for missile testing. Most were located on the desert floor or on low elevation rises (like Red
Butte), but others were placed at higher elevations to take advantage of improved
atmospheric conditions or enhanced line of sight between the station and the test
vehicle/missile. A few specialized sites, such as Mule Peak, were located off the Range to
take advantage of specific topographic features.
Housing and protecting the cinetheodolites at each station location was a separate issue
that the Army and Air Force (and the Navy to a lesser degree) approached somewhat
differently following the earliest missile tests at WSPG in the late 1940s. Placing the
instrument at ground level made it highly susceptible to atmospheric boil. Given the need for
clear images in order to make accurate readings, researchers soon began experimenting
with elevating the cinetheodolites above the desert floor.
The Air Force, using
Steinhoff’s suggestion of
elevating the instrument at
least 10 feet off the ground
(and
preferably
more),
appears to have first
attempted to build some
sort of prototype 30-foot tall
steel frame tower. Early
photographs
show
the
tower under construction,
but no evidence points to
where it was located or
even if it was actually put
into use (Figure 23).
Steinhoff’s 1949 report
provided descriptions of
cinetheodolite buildings at
several key locations he
Figure 23. Early cinetheodolite “tower” under construction.
identified as prime station
Courtesy WSMR.
sites, but these were
conceptual
descriptions
only. Air Force drawings from the early 1950s also showed instrumentation buildings with
“instrument pedestals” on the roofs, but the instruments to be mounted were not specifically
called out (and may not have been related to optical missile tracking at all). To specifically
address the need for a cinetheodolite shelter, the Air Force hired Santa Fe architect
Kenneth Clark to design a specialized building for use at HAFB and WSPG.
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Clark graduated from Oklahoma A&M (Oklahoma State) University in 1932 with a degree in
architecture, and worked on Works Progress Administration (WPA) projects until 1938 when
he entered private practice. He served in the Army Reserve from 1936 to 1942, when he
quit his private practice and entered the Army Air Force until 1945. In 1950, Clark again
established a private architectural practice in Santa Fe and over the course of the Cold War
designed a wide range of instrumentation buildings and service facilities at WSMR, HAFB,
and other military installations. Clark’s instrumentation buildings on the Range were some of
his earliest Cold War designs (Moore, et.al., 2010:85). Following concept sketches provided
by HAFB, Clark designed a two-story cinetheodolite shelter with a retractable roof in 1952
(Figure 24).
Using Clark’s plans, HAFB constructed eight identical buildings in 1953-54 to house
Askania cinetheodolites, three on HAFB and five on WSPG (Figures 25, 26). Each building
is roughly 18-feet square with two stories and a roof deck. The cast-in-place 10-inch thick
exterior concrete walls rest on a concrete perimeter beam foundation and rise
approximately 20 feet, terminating in a roof deck. A four-foot high perimeter wall surrounds
the roof deck and the steel instrument pedestal mounted is in the center. A unique feature
of the building is the four-part segmental pyramidal aluminum roof whose panels could be
adjusted individually. Designed by the Paramount Steel Corporation for the C.H. Leavell
Company, the roof panels, powered by an electric motor, retracted downward on rails
mounted six feet beyond the exterior walls to expose the cinetheodolite to the sky (Figure
27). Heavy steel chains and a counterweight assisted in maneuvering the panels into
position. The building also had an electrically powered winch to lift the cinetheodolite up to
the roof. Inside, the two floors below the roof deck held electronic equipment and provided
shelter to the crew manning the cinetheodolite. A concrete stairway set off by plywood
paneling provides access between the first and second floors, and a metal hatch provides
access to the roof from the second floor. Wood-frame hopper windows on the first and
second floors allow natural light and ventilation.3
Each of the eight shelters is located at specific but isolated sites that met the requirements
of Steinhoff’s recommendations. With the exception of the station at Red Butte, they are set
on the desert floor or on a flat alluvial plain. All were wired together and to relay stations to
coordinate timing signals and allow for uninterrupted tracking of missiles as they flew the
length of the range. Each site had related facilities near the Askania shelter, from simple
generator stands to additional instrumentation buildings and other cinetheodolites or
cameras. Originally, eight sighting targets composed of single or paired telephone poles
with marks or disks attached to them surrounded each of the eight shelters at various
distances between 2,500 and 13,000 feet away. Before each mission, cinetheodolite crews
used these targets to calibrate the Askanias and ensure the highest level of accuracy
possible (Kammer 1997:25). Personnel assigned to these remote sites, in an effort to pass
the time between missions, often took it upon themselves to “improve” their surroundings by
lining paths, building cactus beds, and spelling out the name of the site with stones found in
the surrounding desert.

3

For additional information, see Historic Cultural Property Inventory forms in the Appendix.
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Figure 24. Concept sketch for Miller’s Watch Site. USAF, 1951.
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Figure 25. A section of Clark’s cinetheodolite shelter as-built plans, plate 40.
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Figure 26. A section of Clark’s cinetheodolite shelter as-built plans showing roof panel details,
plate 41.
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Figure 27. HAFB cinetheodolite shelter in use, with roof panels retracted. Courtesy WSMR.

Clark’s design solved several problems facing the Air Force in housing cinetheodolites.
First, the height of the building provided adequate separation from the desert floor to
minimize atmospheric boil. Second, the thick concrete walls and foundation provided a
stable surface for the instrument pedestal, helping reduce vibrations that would interfere
with the cinetheodolite’s accuracy. Third, the retractable roof protected the instrument from
the environment when not in use or during maintenance, and allowed the crew to expose it
only when needed. This not only helped reduce sun and heat exposure, but also shielded
the delicate instrument and its optics from the scouring sand-laden winds. Finally, the
building featured an evaporative cooler and butane heater for seasonal comfort of the crew.
These environmental controls also helped keep the operating temperature of the electronics
to within acceptable limits.
At least three years earlier, the Army took a different approach than the Air Force and
adopted a more utilitarian style for their cinetheodolite shelters that matched the
architecture common on the Range at the time. Working off Steinhoff’s recommendation of
an elevated surface but building off standard materials and design, WSPG erected concrete
fame and concrete masonry buildings set on thick concrete foundations at multiple
instrumentation sites as the northern range was being expanded (Figure 28). Rectangular
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or square in plan (generally 12 x 14 feet or 18 x 28 feet) and one story in height, the
buildings feature a flat roof with a tubular steel safety railing around the perimeter and a
single, Navy style ladder attached to the side. Most had casement windows on two sides
and a single, triple-panel wood door for access on a third side.

Figure 28. WSMR Askania shelter. Courtesy WSMR.

Early examples simply supported a steel instrument pedestal on the roof, and the
cinetheodolite would be covered with a canvas drape when not in use. In later examples,
the Army installed hydraulic lifts that allowed the pedestal and cinetheodolite to be raised to
the roof level for use, and brought back down inside for storage and servicing (Aerospace
Corporation 1963:7–4). The roof on buildings with the hydraulic lifts featured circular steel
double door hatches that covered the access hole for the lift and pedestal (Figure 29). The
Army employed both single and double instrument buildings (such as Building 28170 at the
Nan Coke Site), the latter containing two lifts for separate instruments. The electronic and
communications equipment was either housed in the building or in adjacent buildings. The
buildings also featured evaporative coolers and butane heaters for the comfort of the
cinetheodolite crew.4 Although these buildings did not raise the instrument as high off the
ground as Clark’s design, they were often built on elevated land and still satisfied Steinhoff’s
recommendations for limiting atmospheric interference with the cinetheodolite’s operation.
4

For additional information, see Historic Cultural Property Inventory forms in the Appendix.
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By the late 1950s, WSMR was operating as an integrated range and further efforts were
made to standardize cinetheodolite shelters. A new type of shelter had been introduced to
the Range by 1958, a fiberglass “astrodome” that could be opened to the sky, like Clark’s
pyramidal roof, but offered a greater range of mounting options: they could be mounted on
the ground, on the roofs of buildings, and on free-standing steel frame towers (Range
Instrumentation Development Division 1958:20) (Figures 15, 22). By 1963, astrodomes
were in wide use throughout the Range for many types of optical instrumentation. The
astrodomes, manufactured by Parabam, Inc., of El Segunda, California, were available in
various sizes. As a result, the appearance and size of the astrodomes across WSMR varies
by location. All had a sliding panel that exposed the instrument, and some used a traction
drive to rotate the dome. Operators of instruments housed in the rotating domes sat in seats
suspended from the dome ceiling, and the entire dome, slaved to the instrument, would
rotate to allow tracking the fast-moving missiles (Data Analysis Section 1960:34; Aerospace
Corporation 1963:7-4).

Figure 29. Interior of Askania shelter at Nan Site showing lowered pedestal. Courtesy WSMR.
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSIONS
From the earliest days of missile testing at WSMR, the problems of accurately observing
missile flights and recording test data were a major concern for the military. First, the
military required high quality optical instrumentation with a high degree of precision and
accuracy. Second, the instruments needed to be of sufficient number and in the proper
locations across the length of the Range in order to adequately cover the ever-increasing
range of missile tests. Third, the locations of these instruments needed to be precisely
plotted on an accurate coordinate system covering the entire Range to ensure proper data
reduction. Fourth, the instruments required adequate housing and shelter to protect them
from the harsh desert environment and to reduce the level of atmospheric interference
introduced by extremes in temperature. Finally, as missile technology advanced and
researchers developed new means of data collection and reduction, existing instruments
needed to be modified, upgraded, and replaced to keep pace with the technological curve.
All of this had to occur on land controlled by both the US Army and the USAF, using
facilities manned by military personnel of the Army, Air Force, Navy, and private
contractors.
The military tackled these problems systematically, and through both coordinated and
independent effort on the part of the various branches, transformed WSPG and HAFB into a
unified missile testing range with state of the art instrumentation. The German Askania
cinetheodolite provided the foundation of the optical instrumentation division, and
underwent a series of improvements and modifications to keep it up to date. Through the
efforts of contractors like Land-Air and programs like the BRL, the Askania advanced from
the base Gth 40 model to the advanced Kth 53 and later 58 models. A new cinetheodolite
by the Swiss firm Contraves was introduced and integrated into the Range’s vast network of
instrumentation, and the two versions proved to be the primary workhorses for optical
instrumentation on WSMR into the 1970s.
Other forms of optical tracking and recording instrumentation joined the cinetheodolites in
the early decades of activity at WSMR as well. Astronomer Clyde Tombaugh assisted in the
development of a series of tracking telescopes located at strategic points on the Range,
culminating in the development of the IGOR and its variations. Additional efforts produced
the ROTI and the SMT which, while not as widespread as the cinetheodolites, contributed
greatly to the system of data recordation vital to successful missile testing.
Early pioneers at WSPG helped lay the foundations for the success of the missile range.
Benjamin Billups performed the first survey of the Tularosa Basin and provided a basic
coordinate system to help plot missile flight paths. Ozzie Covington helped set up a linked
communication network between the far-flung range centers and pioneered the concept of a
centralized “mission control” to oversee all operations. Out of this work was born WSMR’s
first consolidated range control center, C Station.
Former German scientists brought over to the US in the waning months of WWII made
significant contributions to American missile research. Dr. Ernst Steinhoff proved
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instrumental in creating the overall layout of the Range as it is today, through his analysis of
the existing state of instrumentation as of 1950, promoting new locations for instrumentation
sites, supporting the cooperation of the Army and Air Force in missile testing, and making
recommendations on improving general accuracy and data reduction times. His compatriot,
Dr. Hellmut Schmid, identified the need for an improved survey of the Tularosa Basin that
accounted for the curvature of the Earth and gravitational forces on long-range missile flight.
They are two scientists, in addition to the dozens of scientists (such as Dr. Werner von
Braun), who worked on the early missile programs directly.
Steinhoff’s recommendations on how the military should handle optical instrumentation
helped lead to the design and construction of numerous cinetheodolite shelters across the
Range. Once housed on simple pads vulnerable to the elements, cinetheodolites were
moved to specialized buildings that enhanced their functionality while providing protection
from the desert conditions and increasing the comfort of the crews who manned them.
Ranging from the rectangular, one-story block buildings built by the Army to the tall,
pyramidal-roofed buildings of the Air Force, these cinetheodolite shelters remained in
service for decades even after being superseded by fiberglass astrodomes.
Much of this would not have been possible without the cooperation between the various
military branches that used WSMR. Even then, competition between the branches for
personnel, funding, and equipment bred suspicion that created roadblocks in the early
years. Through the urging of scientists such as Steinhoff, the various branches explored
cooperative opportunities for several years before the Range was finally placed under the
oversight of the commanding officer of WSPG, with the name soon changed to WSMR.
Integration helped lead to further advances in missile testing through the consolidation of
instrumentation and data reduction under centralized command. This allowed for expedited
improvements in instrumentation technology and data gathering, and reduced data
reduction times.
Cinetheodolites and tracking telescopes were but one part of the technology behind
successful missile development at WSMR. As some of the earliest forms of data
recordation, however, they were vital to the early success of the Range and laid the
groundwork for future Range development and improvements. Ultimately, all of these efforts
led to the next major step forward for WSMR, that of range automation. Through improving
technologies, centralized command, and an ever-expanding net of data acquisition
capabilities, WSMR moved forward in the 1970s from post-operations data analysis to realtime data analysis. This would facilitate continued improvement to missile technology as
well as lead to increased construction on the Range, including the erection of a new range
control center located on the main cantonment.
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HCPI FORMS FOR HAFB ASKANIA SHELTERS ON WSMR

Historic Cultural Properties Inventory (HCPI) Base Form (FORM 1)
Historic Preservation Division, New Mexico Department of Cultural Affairs
For HPD Office use only:
HCPI No.__________

1.

District No.________

Name of property:
Facility 29381, Cowan Site

___NRHP ___SRCP

2.

Location:
White Sands Missile Range

Criteria __A __B __C __D

3. Local Reference Number:
29381
4. County
Otero

5. Property Type:
Building
Site

6.

Date of Survey:
9/11/2012

7.

Previous Survey Date(s):

/ /

Photo:

Structure
Object

No previous survey

8. Name of Project:

9. UTM(NAD 83)
Zone:
13
Easting: 391805
Northing: 3666540
10. Photo Information
Negative Location:
View of: Northwest and southwest facades, facing east.
Roll #:
Frame #:
11. Brief Description of the Property:
Facility 29381 is one of eight identical buildings constructed by the US Air Force in 1953-54 to house Askania cinetheodolites at WSMR and
Holloman AFB. The building has a 17’-8” by 17’-8” footprint and consists of two stories and a roof deck. Construction is cast-in-place
concrete; the 10”-thick exterior walls rest on a concrete perimeter beam foundation. Exterior walls are 10” thick and rise 19’-11” above
finished first floor elevation, terminating in a roof deck. A 3’-11”-high perimeter wall, anchored to the roof deck, is set back 2’-6” from the
building perimeter. A 3’-5”-high cylindrical instrument pedestal is mounted in the center of the deck. A unique feature of the building is the
segmental pyramidal aluminum roof that retracted downward on rails mounted on the exterior walls. A hydraulic equipment hoist is on the
northeast side of the building. The entry is a single, two-paneled steel door with wire glass vision panel on the northeast facade.
Fenestration consists of nine 1’-8” x 3-4” wood awning windows. A concrete stair, running along the southeast wall, connects the first and
second floors. The roof deck is accessed from the second floor by a ladder in the northeast corner. No instrumentation remains in the
building.
12. Who uses the property?
US Government
13. Construction Date:
Date: 1953
14. Setting:

Known

Suburban
Rural
15. Relationship to Surroundings:

Estimated
Village
Similar

Source: US Government Records
Urban
If Urban:
Dissimilar

Comments:

29381

Commercial

Industrial

Residential

Public

HCPI Base Form (FORM 1)

(Continued from other side)

16. Additional Perspective: (Photos, drawing, footprint, etc., indicate north arrow when possible)
17. Surveyor:

(your name, address, telephone number, and any group
affiliation)

Thomas Eisenhour
AmaTerra Environmental, Inc.
4009 Banister Lane, Ste 300
Austin, TX 78704
Telephone: (512) 329-0031

18. Owner (if known) and other
knowledgeable people:
White Sands Missile Range
Southeast and northeast facades, facing west.
19. Is Property Endangered?

Unknown

20. Significance to Current Community:
Describe:

No

Yes

Unknown

21. Other Significance or Information of Interest:

None

How?
Low

Moderate

High

(such as historical, legendary, structural, former ownership, etc.)

There are a total of eight USAF Askania towers, five at WSMR and three at Holloman AFB. All were constructed from the same set of
plans prepared in 1952 by Santa Fe architect Kenneth S. Clark, influenced by the recommendations of German scientist Dr. Ernst
Steinhoff and using a sliding roof design developed by the Paramount Steel Corporation for the C.H. Leavell Company. The buildings
were associated with missile testing at WSMR from 1953-1973. The cinetheodolites were manufactured by the Askania-Werke optical
company of Berlin.
22. National or State Register:
Is this property individually listed on a historic register?

Unknown

If ‘no’ or unknown, do you think this property is eligible for listing?

No

Yes
If yes:

No

Yes

State

National

Why? See Continuation sheet.
23. National or State Historic District:
Is this property in a historic district?

If yes:

Unknown
Contributing

State

If ‘yes’, what is the name of the district?
24. Supplemental Forms:
None

HCPI Detail Form (FORM 2)

No
Yes
Non-contributing

Continuation Sheets, # pages: 3

29381

National

Unknown

Historic Cultural Properties Inventory (HCPI) Detail Form (FORM 2)
Historic Preservation Division, New Mexico Department of Cultural Affairs
For HPD Office use only:
HCPI No.__________

1.

Please complete HCPI FORM 1 before completing FORM 2
District No.________
___NRHP ___SRCP Criteria __A __B __C __D

Name of property:
Facility 29381, Cowan Site

2.

Location:
White Sands Missile Range

3. Local Reference Number:
Facility 29381
4. County
Otero
5. Date of Survey: 9/11/2012

ARCHITECTURAL AND CONSTRUCTION DETAILS:
6. Visible Construction Material:

7. Number of Stories:

Adobe

Brick

Composition

Concrete: Block

Concrete:
Cast Stone

Concrete:
Poured

Earth
Plaster

Masonry:
Simulated

Metal:
Corrugated

Metal:
Structural
Siding

Metal:
V-Crimp

Stone:
Random
Ashlar

Stone:
Random
Coursed

Stone:
River Rock

Stone:
Rusticated

Stone: Tabular

Stucco

Tile: Clay

Vinyl Siding

Wood: Board
and Batten

Wood:
Horizontal
Siding

Wood:
Jacal

Wood: Log

Wood: Tongue and Groove
10. Windows

Number:
Other:

8. Foundation:
Materials:
Other:
Notes:

N/A
11/2

1

21/2

N/A
None
Raised
Stone

Not visible
At Grade
Concrete

9. Roof:

Wood: Shingle

2

N/A
Flat
Hipped
Shed
Pitch:
None
Medium
Eave
Features:
Asphalt
Materials:
Composition shingle
Composition Roll
Metal: Standing Seam
Tile: Terra Cotta
Other:
Metal: Sheet
Shape:

Gabled
Pyramidal
Other:
Low
Steep
Parapet
Earth
Metal: Pressed
Metal: Corrugated
Metal: V- Crimp
Wood: Shingle

Other: Plywood, Sheet Metal, Steel
Beams
N/A

N/A

11. Doors

Operation

Material

Glazing

Number

Type

Style

Material

Number

Fixed

Metal, Wood

Single-light

9

Hinged

2-panel

Steel

1

Notes: Only one window with glass present; several windows are
in poor condition with detached frames.
12. Chimneys N/A
(describe whether interior or exterior and material)

Notes: 2-light vision panel.
13. Porches

N/A

Entry
Partial-Width
Full-Width
Wrap
Concrete apron adjacent to entry way. Retractable roof. Heavy equipment winch.
Type:

14. Other Significant Features
15. Modifications:

No known modifications

#1 Removal of Askania cinetheodolite and associated instrumentation

Date: post-1973

29381

Known

Estimated

Source:

HCPI Detail Form (FORM 2)
16. Primary Architectural Style

(Continued from other side)

Not Applicable

Art Deco/Streamline Moderne

Gothic Revival

Mission Revival

Pueblo

Spanish-Pueblo Revival

Bungalow/Craftsman

International

Neo-Classical

Queen Anne

Territorial

Colonial Revival

Italianate

Northern NM

Ranch

Territorial Revival

Folk Victorian

Mediterranean

Prairie

Spanish-Colonial

Tudor Revival

Notes:

Other: Military Utilitarian

17. Documents Available and Their Locations
“Historical Significance of the Askania Cinetheodolite Towers Located on Holloman Air Force Base and White Sands Missile Range,”
prepared by David Kammer for the new Mexico Natural Heritage Program in January 1997.
Eidenbach, Peter and R. Wessel. Reach for the Sky: Military Architectural Legacy of Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico, 1941-1961. 1994,
WSMR.
Steinhoff, Ernst. Study of the Range Instrumentation and Instrumentation Facilities at Holloman Air Force Base. May 1950, WSMR.
Telephone interview with John Armijo by Bill Godby, Nov. 16, 2012.
LA Site 116543 Report and Site Forms, Human Systems Resources Project 9422, 1996, WSMR.
SITE:
Attached or Associated Properties: Cowan Site consists of Facilities 29378, 29380, 29386, and 29387.
Are associated properties eligible for listing? See continuation sheet.
19.Site Plan:

PLEASE INCLUDE:
- Footprint of building
- Porches and balconies
- Major landscape features
- North arrow
- Associated properties
- Walls, fences, gates
- Nearby roads
- Driveways
NOTES:

29381

Historic Cultural Properties Inventory (HCPI) Continuation Sheet
Historic Preservation Division, New Mexico Department of Cultural Affairs
For HPD Office use only:
HCPI No.__________________________

District No.__________________

1. Name of property: (historic and/or current name for
property)

Facility 29381, Cowan Site

2. Location:
UTM Datum: NAD83
Zone:
13
Easting:
391805
Northing: 3666540

3. Local Reference Number:
29381
4. County
Otero
5. Date of Survey
9/11/2012

29381

HCPI Continuation Sheet (continued from other side)
Historic Preservation Office, New Mexico Department of Cultural Affairs

Additional photographs

Southwest and southeast facades, facing north.

Interior view of entry and stairs, facing east.

Interior view of closed roof panels.

Askania cinetheodolite mount on roof deck.

Historic photo of an Askania in action.

Historic aerial of Askania in action (Miller’s Watch Site).

29381

HCPI Continuation Sheet
Historic Preservation Office, New Mexico Department of Cultural Affairs

Continuation of Form 1, Item #22:

Facility 29381 is associated with the Cold War Era Military-Industrial Historic Context themes of “Materiel Development (Research, Development, and
Engineering Centers and Proving Grounds)” and “Air Defense, Ballistic Missile Defense, and Army Missiles,” with a period of significance of 1953-1962
(context and themes contained within Thematic Study and Guidelines: Identification and Evaluation of U.S. Army Cold War Era Military-Industrial
Historic Properties, U.S. Army Environmental Center, Aberdeen Proving Ground, 1998). It was built as part of the US Air Force’s telemetry and optical
data collection site at Cowan Site. The WSMR and Holloman AFB Askania cinetheodolite towers, including Facility 29381, were evaluated in a 1997
report prepared by David Kammer for the New Mexico Natural Heritage Program, entitled “Historical Significance of the Askania Cinetheodolite Towers
Located on Holloman Air Froce (sic) Base and White Sands Missile Range.” At the time of the report, the towers were not yet 50 years of age. Dr.
Kammer concluded that Facility 29381 met the Criteria Consideration G requirement for exceptional significance:
[Until] 1973 the Askania theodolite cameras remained one of the most reliable optical instruments for gathering missile test data. In [1953-54], in
an effort to enhance the performance of these cinetheodolites, the Air Force constructed a series of identical towers, including the Cowan Site
tower, in which to house them. From [1953] to 1973, this tower provided improved instrumentation support for a variety of missile, aircraft and
drone tests requiring optical data. Because of the critical role the tower at Cowan Site played in supporting the development of the nation's missile
testing program during the Cold War, it is significant under Criterion A (Kammer, 1997: 38).
Although Askania cinetheodolites were used as early as 1946, their effectiveness was often limited due to environmental limitations such as
atmospheric turbulence and blowing sand. In an effort to overcome these impediments, Air Force personnel and contracting engineers sought to
design a building uniquely suited for the cinetheodolite. Architect-engineer Kenneth Clark, following the recommendations of German rocket scientist
Dr. Ernst Steinhoff, developed a design that raised the elevation of the instrument over 20 feet above the desert floor and protected it from the harsh
environmental conditions of WSMR using a unique retractable roof designed by the Paramount Steel Corporation and the C.H. Leavell Company. The
shelter at Cowan Site is one of five the Air Force constructed on WSMR (the other three were built on HAFB). Its two-story height, marked by concrete
walls, and a deck, capped by a pyramidal four-part retractable metal roof, made the cinetheodolite shelter a unique architectural structure in which its
form clearly denoted its function and presented a notable and unusual solution to a challenging situation. An example of this building type whose
location, design, function and materials were dictated by the Cold War arms race, the shelter at Cowan Site is significant under Criterion C. Although it
lacks the specialized Askania cinetheodolite equipment, the building has a distinctive and unique shape that readily speaks to its purpose and
significance. It therefore retains sufficient integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association to convey its
significance and is eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The building is part of an archeological survey conducted in March 2013 that
covers the current demolition APE. Although the form of the building is unique, further study would not reveal important information regarding
construction methods, design, or expertise, as the design has been previously documented and construction methods are of the standard practice of
US Army installations during the Cold War period. There is thus no potential for eligibility under Criterion D.

Continuation of Form 2, Item #18:

Facility 29381 is associated with the other buildings at Cowan Site: Facilities 29378, 29386, and several minor structures and objects. Facility 29381 is
individually eligible for NHRP listing under Criterion C as detailed on Form 1 Item 22. It is also a major component of the Cowan Site, an early remote
optical data collection site. Built in 1954 with Askania cinetheodolite capabilities, Cowan Site participated in many of the early Air Force and Army
missile test programs conducted at White Sands Proving Ground (named changed to WSMR in 1956) as part of the integrated range capabilities. In
1966, the Army added an instrumentation building and raised astrodome in a separate building (Facility 29386) in addition to an astrodome on an atground concrete pad over 500 feet to the northeast. As technology advanced, WSMR moved more toward mobile instrumentation stations or
specialized sites built in other parts of the range. By the 1970s, the cinetheodolite at Cowan Site was decommissioned and optical data gathering was
relegated solely to the astrodomes. They in turn were later decommissioned and removed, leaving only empty buildings and remains of support
structures (generator stands, liquid propane tank stands, etc.) In 1998, the military built a fiber optics housing unit (Facility 29378) at Cowan Site,
presumably in support of mobile equipment that still made use of the location as necessary. None of the other buildings at the site were in use at the
time, however.
Cowan Site is nominally significant under Criterion A for its role in early WSMR missile testing, with a period of significance of 1953-1973. As a whole
it has no known association with a person of historic importance under Criterion B, has no known architectural or engineering significance under
Criterion C, and holds little information potential under Criterion D. Cowan Site unfortunately lacks the integrity required to convey its significance
under Criterion A. The surviving buildings do not display the cohesiveness and shared qualities required for a historic district. The two primary
buildings date from different time periods, and the Askania tower was decommissioned while the astrodomes remained in use. The facility is now host
only to mobile equipment. The surviving buildings are in average to poor condition, with Facility 29386 suffering considerable deterioration including
the removal of the astrodome and all related equipment. The loss of the specialized equipment used to track and record missiles in flight in addition to
the astrodomes and their mechanical components impacts integrity of design, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association to a degree that Cowan
Site does not retain sufficient integrity to convey its limited significance under Criterion A. Therefore, Cowan Site as a whole is not eligible for listing in
the NRHP.
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Historic Cultural Properties Inventory (HCPI) Base Form (FORM 1)
Historic Preservation Division, New Mexico Department of Cultural Affairs
For HPD Office use only:
HCPI No.__________

1.

District No.________

Name of property:
Facility 34600, Harriet Site

___NRHP ___SRCP

2.

Location:
White Sands Missile Range

Criteria __A __B __C __D

3. Local Reference Number:
34600
4. County
Socorro

5. Property Type:
Building
Site

6.

Date of Survey:
9/12/2012

7.

Previous Survey Date(s):

/ /

Photo:

Structure
Object

No previous survey

8. Name of Project:

9. UTM(NAD 83)
Zone:
13
Easting: 347282
Northing: 3714800
10. Photo Information
Negative Location:
View of: West and south facades, facing northeast.
Roll #:
Frame #:
11. Brief Description of the Property:
Facility 34600 is one of eight identical buildings constructed by the US Air Force in 1953-54 to house Askania cinetheodolites at WSMR and
Holloman AFB. The building has a 17’-8” by 17’-8” footprint and consists of two stories and a roof deck. Construction is cast-in-place
concrete; the 10”-thick exterior walls rest on a concrete perimeter beam foundation. Exterior walls are 10” thick and rise 19’-11” above
finished first floor elevation, terminating in a roof deck. A 3’-11”-high perimeter wall, anchored to the roof deck, is set back 2’-6” from the
building perimeter. A 3’-5”-high cylindrical instrument pedestal is mounted in the center of the deck. A unique feature of the building is the
segmental pyramidal aluminum roof that retracted downward on rails mounted on the exterior walls. A hydraulic equipment hoist is on the
west side of the building. The entry is a single, two-paneled steel door with wire glass vision panel on the north facade. Fenestration
consists of nine 1’-8” x 3-4” wood awning windows. A concrete stair, running along the east wall, connects the first and second floors. The
roof deck is accessed from the second floor by a ladder in the northeast corner. No instrumentation remains in the building.
12. Who uses the property?
US Government
13. Construction Date:
Date: 1953
14. Setting:

Known

Suburban
Rural
15. Relationship to Surroundings:

Estimated
Village
Similar

Source: US Government Records
Urban
If Urban:
Dissimilar

Comments:

34600

Commercial

Industrial

Residential

Public

HCPI Base Form (FORM 1)

(Continued from other side)

16. Additional Perspective: (Photos, drawing, footprint, etc., indicate north arrow when possible)
17. Surveyor:

(your name, address, telephone number, and any group
affiliation)

Thomas Eisenhour
AmaTerra Environmental, Inc.
4009 Banister Lane, Ste 300
Austin, TX 78704
Telephone: (512) 329-0031

18. Owner (if known) and other
knowledgeable people:
White Sands Missile Range

East and north facades, facing southwest.
19. Is Property Endangered?
Unknown
No

Yes

How?

20. Significance to Current Community:
Unknown
None
Low
Moderate
Describe:
21. Other Significance or Information of Interest: (such as historical, legendary, structural, former ownership, etc.)

High

There are a total of eight USAF Askania towers, five at WSMR and three at Holloman AFB. All were constructed from the same set of
plans prepared in 1952 by Santa Fe architect Kenneth S. Clark, influenced by the recommendations of German scientist Dr. Ernst
Steinhoff and using a sliding roof design developed by the Paramount Steel Corporation for the C.H. Leavell Company. The buildings
were associated with missile testing at WSMR from 1953-1973. The cinetheodolites were manufactured by the Askania-Werke optical
company of Berlin.
22. National or State Register:
Unknown
No
Yes
Is this property individually listed on a historic register?
State
National
If yes:
If ‘no’ or unknown, do you think this property is eligible for listing?
Why? See Continuation sheet.
23. National or State Historic District:
Is this property in a historic district?

If yes:

No

Unknown
Contributing

24. Supplemental Forms:
HCPI Detail Form (FORM 2)

No
Yes
Non-contributing
State

If ‘yes’, what is the name of the district?

None

Yes

Continuation Sheets, # pages: 3
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National

Unknown

Historic Cultural Properties Inventory (HCPI) Detail Form (FORM 2)
Historic Preservation Division, New Mexico Department of Cultural Affairs
For HPD Office use only:
HCPI No.__________

1.

Please complete HCPI FORM 1 before completing FORM 2
District No.________
___NRHP ___SRCP Criteria __A __B __C __D

Name of property:
Facility 34600, Harriet Site

2.

Location:
White Sands Missile Range

3. Local Reference Number:
Facility 34600
4. County
Socorro
5. Date of Survey: 9/12/2012

ARCHITECTURAL AND CONSTRUCTION DETAILS:
6. Visible Construction Material:

7. Number of Stories:

Adobe

Brick

Composition

Concrete: Block

Concrete:
Cast Stone

Concrete:
Poured

Earth
Plaster

Masonry:
Simulated

Metal:
Corrugated

Metal:
Structural
Siding

Metal:
V-Crimp

Stone:
Random
Ashlar

Stone:
Random
Coursed

Stone:
River Rock

Stone:
Rusticated

Stone: Tabular

Stucco

Tile: Clay

Vinyl Siding

Wood: Board
and Batten

Wood:
Horizontal
Siding

Wood:
Jacal

Wood: Log

Wood: Tongue and Groove
10. Windows

Number:
Other:

8. Foundation:
Materials:
Other:
Notes:

N/A
11/2

1

21/2

N/A
None
Raised
Stone

Not visible
At Grade
Concrete

9. Roof:

Wood: Shingle

2

N/A
Flat
Hipped
Shed
Pitch:
None
Medium
Eave
Features:
Asphalt
Materials:
Composition shingle
Composition Roll
Metal: Standing Seam
Tile: Terra Cotta
Other:
Metal: Sheet
Shape:

Gabled
Pyramidal
Other:
Low
Steep
Parapet
Earth
Metal: Pressed
Metal: Corrugated
Metal: V- Crimp
Wood: Shingle

Other: Plywood, Sheet Metal, Steel
Beams
N/A

N/A

11. Doors

Operation

Material

Glazing

Number

Type

Style

Material

Number

Fixed

Metal, Wood

Single-light

9

Hinged

2-panel

Steel

1

Notes: Several windows lack glass due to vandalism or
deterioration.
12. Chimneys N/A

Notes: 2-light vision panel.
13. Porches

(describe whether interior or exterior and material)

N/A

Entry
Partial-Width
Full-Width
Wrap
Concrete apron adjacent to entry way. Retractable roof. Heavy equipment winch.
Type:

14. Other Significant Features
15. Modifications:

No known modifications

#1 Removal of Askania cinetheodolite and associated instrumentation

Date: post-1973

34600

Known

Estimated

Source:

HCPI Detail Form (FORM 2)
16. Primary Architectural Style

(Continued from other side)

Not Applicable

Art Deco/Streamline Moderne

Gothic Revival

Mission Revival

Pueblo

Spanish-Pueblo Revival

Bungalow/Craftsman

International

Neo-Classical

Queen Anne

Territorial

Colonial Revival

Italianate

Northern NM

Ranch

Territorial Revival

Folk Victorian

Mediterranean

Prairie

Spanish-Colonial

Tudor Revival

Notes:

Other: Military Utilitarian

17. Documents Available and Their Locations
“Historical Significance of the Askania Cinetheodolite Towers Located on Holloman Air Force Base and White Sands Missile Range,”
prepared by David Kammer for the new Mexico Natural Heritage Program in January 1997.
Eidenbach, Peter and R. Wessel. Reach for the Sky: Military Architectural Legacy of Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico, 1941-1961. 1994,
WSMR.
Steinhoff, Ernst. Study of the Range Instrumentation and Instrumentation Facilities at Holloman Air Force Base. May 1950, WSMR.
Telephone interview with John Armijo by Bill Godby, Nov. 16, 2012.
LA Site 129207, HSR Report 9943-1, 2000, WSMR.
SITE:
Attached or Associated Properties: In addition to Facility 34600, Facilities 34601, 34602, 34603, 34604, 34606, and H4002 are associated with
Harriet Site.
Are associated properties eligible for listing? See Continuation Sheet
19.Site Plan:

PLEASE INCLUDE:
- Footprint of building
- Porches and balconies
- Major landscape features
- North arrow
- Associated properties
- Walls, fences, gates
- Nearby roads
- Driveways
NOTES:
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Historic Cultural Properties Inventory (HCPI) Continuation Sheet
Historic Preservation Division, New Mexico Department of Cultural Affairs
For HPD Office use only:
HCPI No.__________________________

District No.__________________

1. Name of property: (historic and/or current name for
property)

Facility 34600, Harriet Site

2. Location:
UTM Datum: NAD83
Zone:
13
Easting:
347282
Northing: 3714800

3. Local Reference Number:
34600
4. County
Socorro
5. Date of Survey
9/12/2012

34600

HCPI Continuation Sheet (continued from other side)
Historic Preservation Office, New Mexico Department of Cultural Affairs

Additional photographs

South and east facades, facing northwest.

Entrance, facing south.

Detail of closed roof panels.

Askania cinetheodolite mount on roof deck.

Historic photo of an Askania in action.

Historic aerial of Askania in action (Miller’s Watch Site).
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Continuation of Form 1, Item #22:

Facility 34600 is associated with the Cold War Era Military-Industrial Historic Context themes of “Materiel Development (Research, Development, and
Engineering Centers and Proving Grounds)” and “Air Defense, Ballistic Missile Defense, and Army Missiles,” with a period of significance of 1953-1962
(context and themes contained within Thematic Study and Guidelines: Identification and Evaluation of U.S. Army Cold War Era Military-Industrial
Historic Properties, U.S. Army Environmental Center, Aberdeen Proving Ground, 1998). It was built as part of the US Air Force’s telemetry and optical
data collection site at Harriet Site. The WSMR and Holloman AFB Askania cinetheodolite shelters, including Facility 34600, were evaluated in a 1997
report prepared by David Kammer for the New Mexico Natural Heritage Program, entitled “Historical Significance of the Askania Cinetheodolite Towers
Located on Holloman Air Froce (sic) Base and White Sands Missile Range.” At the time of the report, the shelters were not yet 50 years of age. Dr.
Kammer concluded that Facility 34600 met the Criteria Consideration G requirement for exceptional significance:
[Until] 1973 the Askania theodolite cameras remained one of the most reliable optical instruments for gathering missile test data. In [1953-54], in
an effort to enhance the performance of these cinetheodolites, the Air Force constructed a series of identical towers, including the Harriet Site
tower, in which to house them. From [1953] to 1973, this tower provided improved instrumentation support for a variety of missile, aircraft and
drone tests requiring optical data. Because of the critical role the tower at Harriet Site played in supporting the development of the nation's missile
testing program during the Cold War, it is significant under Criterion A (Kammer, 1997: 38).
Although Askania cinetheodolites were used as early as 1946, their effectiveness was often limited due to environmental limitations such as
atmospheric turbulence and blowing sand. In an effort to overcome these impediments, Air Force personnel and contracting engineers sought to
design a building uniquely suited for the cinetheodolite. Architect-engineer Kenneth Clark, following the recommendations of German rocket scientist
Dr. Ernst Steinhoff, developed a design that raised the elevation of the instrument over 20 feet above the desert floor and protected it from the harsh
environmental conditions of WSMR using a unique retractable roof designed by the Paramount Steel Corporation and the C.H. Leavell Company. The
shelter at Harriet Site is one of five the Air Force constructed on WSMR (the other three were built on HAFB). Its two-story height, marked by concrete
walls, and a deck, capped by a pyramidal four-part retractable metal roof, made the cinetheodolite shelter a unique architectural structure in which its
form clearly denoted its function and presented a notable and unusual solution to a challenging situation. An example of this building type whose
location, design, function and materials were dictated by the Cold War arms race, the shelter at Harriet Site is also significant under Criterion C.
Although it lacks the specialized Askania cinetheodolite equipment, the building has a distinctive and unique shape that readily speaks to its purpose
and significance. It therefore retains sufficient integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association to convey its
significance and is eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The building is part of an archeological survey conducted in March 2013 that
covers the current demolition APE. Although the form of the building is unique, further study would not reveal important information regarding
construction methods, design, or expertise, as the design has been previously documented and construction methods are of the standard practice of
US Army installations during the Cold War period. There is thus no potential for eligibility under Criterion D.

Continuation of Form 2, Item #18:

Facility 34600 is associated with the other buildings at Harriet Site: Facilities 34601, 34602, 34603, 34604, 34606, and H4002 (a wood outhouse).
Facility 34600 is individually eligible for NHRP listing under Criterion C as detailed on Form 1 Item 22. It is also a major component of Harriet Site, an
early remote optical data collection site. Built in 1953 with Askania cinetheodolite capabilities, Harriet Site participated in many of the early Air Force
and Army missile test programs conducted at White Sands Proving Ground (named changed to WSMR in 1956) as part of the integrated range
capabilities. Also built at that time was Facility 34604, a liquid propane tank. In 1959, the Army added a concrete instrumentation pad (Facility 34602)
hosting a telescope with a small protective dome, and a metal generator stand (Facility 34603). A year later, the military added an electronic
equipment pad (Facility 34606). By this point WSMR was experimenting with a new type of equipment housing, the astrodome. First used in 1959,
astrodomes quickly became a popular means to house and protect cinetheodolites, tracking telescopes, ballistic cameras, and other optical
tracking/recording equipment. The military added a cinetheodolite astrodome on a concrete pad (Facility 34601) to Harriet Site in 1971, roughly
coinciding with the decommissioning of the Askania cinetheodolites across the range in the early 1970s. As technology advanced, WSMR moved
more toward mobile instrumentation stations or specialized sites built in other parts of the range, and the old semi-permanent facilities were left vacant
or used for storage. The Askania shelter, the instrument pad, and the astrodome at Harriet Site no longer house or support equipment and are not in
use.
Harriet Site is nominally significant under Criterion A for its role in early WSMR missile testing, with a period of significance of 1953-1973. As a district,
it has no known association with a person of historic importance under Criterion B, has no known architectural or engineering significance under
Criterion C, and holds little information potential under Criterion D. Harriet Site as a whole unfortunately lacks the integrity required to convey its
significance under Criterion A. The surviving buildings do not display the cohesiveness and shared qualities required for a historic district. The two
primary buildings date from different time periods, and the Askania shelter was decommissioned while the astrodome remained in use. The facility is
now host only to mobile equipment. The surviving buildings are in average to poor condition, with Facility 34602 missing its protective dome and none
of the facilities supporting any kind of technological equipment. Technology advancements are a part of military-industrial development, and
specialized equipment is expected to be upgraded and replaced as needed to support various operations and missions. Replacement in kind,
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HCPI Continuation Sheet
Historic Preservation Office, New Mexico Department of Cultural Affairs

Continuation of Form 2, Item #18:

therefore, can mitigate some of the impacts to integrity consequential to the removal of original equipment. In the case of Harriet Site, however, all
permanent instrumentation was removed. Without any technological component (original or otherwise), the buildings are only shells and lack the
integrity of design, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association required to convey their use or the significance of their operation to an outside
observer. As such, Harriet Site does not retain sufficient integrity to convey its limited significance under Criterion A as a historic district and is not
eligible for listing in the NRHP.
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Historic Cultural Properties Inventory (HCPI) Base Form (FORM 1)
Historic Preservation Division, New Mexico Department of Cultural Affairs
For HPD Office use only:
HCPI No.__________

1.

District No.________

Name of property:
Facility 34870, Miller’s Watch Site

___NRHP ___SRCP

2.

Criteria __A __B __C __D

Location:
White Sands Missile Range

3. Local Reference Number:
Facility 34870
4. County
Socorro

5. Property Type:
Building
Site

Photo:

Structure
Object

6.

Date of Survey:
5/16/2012

7.

Previous Survey Date(s):

No previous survey
8. Name of Project:
FY 2012 Facilities Reduction Program
9. UTM(NAD 83)
Zone: 13
Easting:
Northing:

366790
3726143

10. Photo Information
Negative Location:
Roll #:
Frame #:
11. Brief Description of the Property:

View of: East and south facades, facing northeast.

Facility 34870 is one of eight identical buildings constructed by the US Air Force (USAF) in 1953-1954 to house Askania cinetheodolites at
WSMR and Holloman AFB. The building has a 17’-8” by 17’-8” footprint and consists of two stories and a roof deck. Construction is castin-place concrete; the 10”-thick exterior walls rest on a concrete perimeter beam foundation. Exterior walls are 10” thick and rise 19’-11”
above finished first floor elevation, terminating in a roof deck. A 3’-11”-high perimeter wall, anchored to the roof deck, is set back 2’-6” from
the building perimeter. A 3’-5”-high cylindrical instrument pedestal is mounted in the center of the deck. A unique feature of the building is
the segmental pyramidal aluminum roof that retracted downward on rails mounted on the exterior walls. A hydraulic equipment hoist is on
the east side of the building. The entry is a single, two-paneled steel door with wire glass vision panel on the south facade. Fenestration
consists of nine 1’-8” x 3-4” wood awning windows. A concrete stair, running along the west wall, connects the first and second floors. The
roof deck is accessed from the second floor by a ladder in the northeast corner. No instrumentation remains in the building.
12. Who uses the property? The building is not in use.
13. Construction Date:
Date:
1953
14. Setting:

Known

Suburban
Rural
15. Relationship to Surroundings:
Comments:

Facility 34870

Estimated
Village
Similar

Source: US Government Records
Urban
If Urban:
Dissimilar

Commercial

Industrial

Residential

Public

Facility 34870 is a component of Miller’s Watch, an isolated instrumentation site located 2.3 miles southeast of the Trinity
atomic test site.
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HCPI Base Form (FORM 1)

(Continued from other side)

16. Additional Perspective: (Photos, drawing, footprint, etc., indicate north arrow when possible)
17. Surveyor:

(your name, address, telephone number, and any group
affiliation)

Thomas Eisenhour
AmaTerra Environmental, Inc.
4009 Banister Lane, Ste 300
Austin, TX 78704
Telephone: (512) 329-0031

18. Owner (if known) and other
knowledgeable people:
White Sands Missile Range
View of west and north facades facing southwest.
19.

Is Property Endangered?

Unknown

20. Significance to Current Community:

No

Unknown

Yes
None

How? Scheduled for demolition.
Low

Moderate

High

Describe:
21. Other Significance or Information of Interest:

(such as historical, legendary, structural, former ownership, etc.)

There are a total of eight USAF Askania towers, five at WSMR and three at Holloman AFB. All were constructed from the same set of
plans prepared in 1952 by Santa Fe architect Kenneth S. Clark, influenced by the recommendations of German scientist Dr. Ernst
Steinhoff and using a sliding roof design developed by the Paramount Steel Corporation for the C.H. Leavell Company. The buildings
were associated with missile testing at WSMR from 1953-1973. The cinetheodolites were manufactured by the Askania-Werke optical
company of Berlin.
Miller’s Watch was named for an incident that took place about 1951 when US Air Force Captain William F. Miller lost his wristwatch
while scouting locations for up-range instrumentation sites.
22. National or State Register:
Is this property individually listed on a historic register?

Unknown

If ‘no’ or unknown, do you think this property is eligible for listing?

No

Yes
If yes:
Yes

No

State

National

Why? See Continuation Sheet.
23. National or State Historic District:
Is this property in a historic district?
If yes:

Unknown

No

Contributing

Non-contributing

If ‘yes’, what is the name of the district?

State

Yes
Unknown

National

24. Supplemental Forms:
None

Facility 34870

HCPI Detail Form (FORM 2)
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Historic Cultural Properties Inventory (HCPI) Detail Form (FORM 2)
Historic Preservation Division, New Mexico Department of Cultural Affairs
For HPD Office use only:
HCPI No.__________

1.

Please complete HCPI FORM 1 before completing FORM 2
District No.________
___NRHP ___SRCP Criteria __A __B __C __D

Name of property:
Facility 34870, Miller’s Watch Site

2. Location:
UTM Datum: NAD83
Zone:
13
Easting:
366790
Northing: 3726143

3. Local Reference Number:
Facility 34870
4. County
Socorro
5. Date of Survey: 5/16/2012

ARCHITECTURAL AND CONSTRUCTION DETAILS:
6. Visible Construction Material:

7. Number of Stories:

Adobe

Brick

Composition

Concrete: Block

Concrete:
Cast Stone

Concrete:
Poured

Earth
Plaster

Masonry:
Simulated

Metal:
Corrugated

Metal:
Structural
Siding

Metal:
V-Crimp

Stone:
Random
Ashlar

Stone:
Random
Coursed

Stone:
River Rock

Stone:
Rusticated

Stone: Tabular

Stucco

Tile: Clay

Vinyl Siding

Wood: Board
and Batten

Wood:
Horizontal
Siding

Wood:
Jacal

Wood: Log

Wood: Tongue and Groove
10. Windows

Wood: Shingle

Number:
Other:

8. Foundation:

N/A
11/2

1

Not visible
At Grade
Concrete

Materials:
Other:
Notes: Concrete perimeter beam
9. Roof:
N/A
Shape:
Flat
Hipped
Shed
None
Pitch:
Medium
Eave
Features:
Asphalt
Materials:
Composition shingle
Composition Roll
Metal: Standing Seam
Tile: Terra Cotta
Other: Metal, sheet

2

21/2

N/A
None
Raised
Stone

Gabled
Pyramidal
Other:
Low
Steep
Parapet
Earth
Metal: Pressed
Metal: Corrugated
Metal: V- Crimp
Wood: Shingle

Other: Plywood, sheet aluminum
N/A

N/A

11. Doors

Operation

Material

Glazing

Number

Type

Style

Material

Number

Awning

Wood

Single light

9

Hinged

Two panel

Steel/glass

1

Notes: Many windows are damaged.
12. Chimneys

(describe whether interior or exterior and material)

N/A

Notes:
13. Porches
Type:

N/A
Entry
Full-Width

Partial-Width
Wrap

14. Other Significant Features Hydraulic equipment hoist, retractable roof
15. Modifications:

No known modifications

#1 Removal of Askania cinetheodolite and associated instrumentation

Date: 1973

Known

Estimated

Source:

#2 Removal of one evaporative cooler and water storage tank

Date: unknown

Known

Estimated

Source:

Facility 34870
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HCPI Detail Form (FORM 2)
16. Primary Architectural Style

(Continued from other side)

Not Applicable

Art Deco/Streamline Moderne

Gothic Revival

Mission Revival

Pueblo

Spanish-Pueblo Revival

Bungalow/Craftsman

International

Neo-Classical

Queen Anne

Territorial

Colonial Revival

Italianate

Northern NM

Ranch

Territorial Revival

Folk Victorian

Mediterranean

Prairie

Spanish-Colonial

Tudor Revival

Notes:

Other: Military Utilitarian

17. Documents Available and Their Locations
“Historical Significance of the Askania Cinetheodolite Towers Located on Holloman Air Force Base and White Sands Missile Range,”
prepared by David Kammer for the new Mexico Natural Heritage Program in January 1997.
Eidenbach, Peter and R. Wessel. Reach for the Sky: Military Architectural Legacy of Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico, 1941-1961.
1994, WSMR.
Steinhoff, Ernst. Study of the Range Instrumentation and Instrumentation Facilities at Holloman Air Force Base. May 1950, WSMR.
Telephone interview with John Armijo by Bill Godby, Nov. 16, 2012.
SITE:
18. Attached or Associated Properties
Facilities 34871, 34873, and 34874 are associated components of the Miller’s Watch Site.
Are associated properties eligible for listing? See Continuation Sheet.
19.Site Plan:
PLEASE INCLUDE:

Elevated
cinetheodolite

- Footprint of building
- Porches and balconies
- Major landscape features
- North arrow
- Associated properties
- Walls, fences, gates
- Nearby roads
- Driveways

34874

Ground-level
cinetheodolite

NOTES:

34870
34871

34873

Facility 34870
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Historic Cultural Properties Inventory (HCPI) Continuation Sheet
Historic Preservation Division, New Mexico Department of Cultural Affairs
For HPD Office use only:
HCPI No.__________________________

District No.__________________

1. Name of property: (historic and/or current name for
property)

Facility 34870, Miller’s Watch Site

2. Location:
UTM Datum: NAD83
Zone:
13
Easting:
366790
Northing: 3726143

3. Local Reference Number:
Facility 34870
4. County
Socorro
5. Date of Survey
5/16/2012

Location Map

34870

HCPI Continuation Sheet (continued from other side)
Historic Preservation Office, New Mexico Department of Cultural Affairs

Additional photographs

East and north facades, facing southwest.

Detail of roof retraction rails, facing northeast.

Detail of entry, facing north.

Associated calibration pole, facing south.
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HCPI Continuation Sheet
Historic Preservation Office, New Mexico Department of Cultural Affairs

Additional photographs

Interior view, facing southeast.

Interior view with door to stairwell, facing southwest.

Historic photo of an Askania in action, circa 1960.

Historic aerial of Miller’s Watch with Askania in action, circa 1960.
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Continuation of Form 1, Item #22:

Facility 34870 is associated with the Cold War Era Military-Industrial Historic Context themes of “Materiel Development (Research, Development, and
Engineering Centers and Proving Grounds)” and “Air Defense, Ballistic Missile Defense, and Army Missiles,” with a period of significance of 19531962 (context and themes contained within Thematic Study and Guidelines: Identification and Evaluation of U.S. Army Cold War Era MilitaryIndustrial Historic Properties, U.S. Army Environmental Center, Aberdeen Proving Ground, 1998). It was built as part of the US Air Force’s telemetry
and optical data collection site at Miller’s Watch Site. Facility 34870 was recorded by Human Systems Research, Inc. personnel in 1990 and
assigned the LA number 83572. The WSMR and Holloman AFB Askania cinetheodolite shelters, including Facility 34870, were evaluated in a 1997
report prepared by David Kammer for the New Mexico Natural Heritage Program, entitled “Historical Significance of the Askania Cinetheodolite
Towers Located on Holloman Air Froce (sic) Base and White Sands Missile Range.” At the time of the report, the shelters were not yet 50 years of
age. Dr. Kammer concluded that Facility 34870 met the Criteria Consideration G requirement for exceptional significance:
[Until] 1973 the Askania theodolite cameras remained one of the most reliable optical instruments for gathering missile test data. In [1953-54], in
an effort to enhance the performance of these cinetheodolites, the Air Force constructed a series of identical towers, including the Red Butte Site
tower, in which to house them. From [1953] to 1973, this tower provided improved instrumentation support for a variety of missile, aircraft and
drone tests requiring optical data. Because of the critical role the tower at Red Butte Site played in supporting the development of the nation's
missile testing program during the Cold War, it is significant under Criterion A (Kammer, 1997: 44-45).
Although Askania cinetheodolites were used as early as 1946, their effectiveness was often limited due to environmental limitations such as
atmospheric turbulence and blowing sand. In an effort to overcome these impediments, Air Force personnel and contracting engineers sought to
design a building uniquely suited for the cinetheodolite. Architect-engineer Kenneth Clark, following the recommendations of German rocket scientist
Dr. Ernst Steinhoff, developed a design that raised the elevation of the instrument over 20 feet above the desert floor and protected it from the harsh
environmental conditions of WSMR using a unique retractable roof designed by the Paramount Steel Corporation and the C.H. Leavell Company.
The shelter at Miller’s Watch Site is one of five the Air Force constructed on WSMR (the other three were built on HAFB). Its two-story height, marked
by concrete walls, and a deck, capped by a pyramidal four-part retractable metal roof, made the cinetheodolite shelter a unique architectural structure
in which its form clearly denoted its function and presented a notable and unusual solution to a challenging situation. An example of this building type
whose location, design, function and materials were dictated by the Cold War arms race, the shelter at Miller’s Watch Site is also significant under
Criterion C. Although it lacks the specialized Askania cinetheodolite equipment, the building has a distinctive and unique shape that readily speaks to
its purpose and significance. It therefore retains sufficient integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association to
convey its significance and is eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The building was previously recorded as part of LA 83572 during an
archeological survey in 1991 that covers the current demolition APE. Although the form of the building is unique, further study would not reveal
important information regarding construction methods, design, or expertise, as the design has been previously documented and construction methods
are of the standard practice of US Army installations during the Cold War period. There is thus no potential for eligibility under Criterion D.

Continuation of Form 2, Item #18:

Miller’s Watch Site was established in 1953 by the US Air Force in conjunction with White Sands Proving Ground as an optical data collection and
Doppler Velocity and Positioning (DOVAP) station for tracking and recording missiles in flight. Miller’s Watch Site participated in many of the early Air
Force and Army missile test programs conducted at White Sands Proving Ground (named changed to WSMR in 1956) as part of the integrated range
capabilities. Miller’s Watch Site came into existence primarily due to a report produced by Dr. Ernst Steinhoff in 1950 that detailed deficiencies in
Holloman’s missile tracking and recording instrumentation. At the time, the Air Force had only limited capabilities for missile tracking between 15
miles and 35 miles north of a launch site, with no tracking capability beyond 35 miles. As the missiles being tested at the time were equal to or
exceeding the 35 mile limit, Steinhoff proposed improvements to instrumentation on the integrated range (WSPG) for use by all military branches.
Among these was construction of a cinetheodolite and DOVAP station at Miller’s Watch, then called “Trinity Site” due to its proximity to the Trinity
Atomic Test Site. The site was not considered a primary location for an instrumentation site but rather an alternative to a rough mountaintop site
known as Little Burro, approximately eight miles to the east. As envisioned by Steinhoff, Trinity Site would only contain an Askania cinetheodolite
“shelter” (initially recommended as 10-12 feet in height) and radio communications (Steinhoff, 1950: 58-59).
Although Miller’s Watch/Trinity did indeed see construction of an instrumentation site, its composition differed from what Steinhoff initially proposed.
An environmental condition known as “atmospheric boil” compromised the accuracy of data from tracking telescopes, cameras, and cinetheodolites.
The desert heat created ground heat shimmers that could skew the image in the telescope and introduce errors in positioning measurements. In
addition, the blowing winds often contained gypsum crystals from nearby dry lake beds, which could corrode and damage sensitive optical equipment.
Previous raised cinetheodolite stations proved unsatisfactory; thus, the cinetheodolite building at Miller’s Watch Site was one of the two-story shelters
designed by Clark with the instrumentation on the roof, protected by a specialized retractable pyramidal cover. Facility 34870, the Askania
cinetheodolite shelter, was the first building constructed on the site along with a generator building. A DOVAP receiver building (Facility 34871) and
DOVAP transmitter building (Facility 34873) were added two years later, in 1955. In 1959, an astrodome housing a T-162 Intercept Ground Optical
Recorder (IGOR) telescope was built to the northwest of the existing complex of buildings, along with a building (Facility 34874) housing acquisition
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and tracking equipment to assist the IGOR. A second raised astrodome housing a Contraves cinetheodolite was added later in the 1960s, also tied in
to Facility 34874. Miller’s Watch Site presumably operated as a stationary cinetheodolite site until 1973, when the Askania cinetheodolite was retired
and the shelters decommissioned due to the difficulties of installing new equipment on their observation decks. Facilities 34870 and 34871 were
temporarily assigned to the Defense Nuclear Agency in 1985, and returned to vacancy some time later. None of the buildings at Miller’s Watch Site
are currently in use for any purpose outside of storage.
Miller’s Watch Site is nominally significant under Criterion A for its role in early WSMR missile testing, with a period of significance of 1953-1962,
covering the period from initial construction through the historic period. Built specifically to extend the tracking range, accuracy, and capabilities for
Air Force and Army missile tests per the guidance and suggestions of Steinhoff, Miller’s Watch Site served many missile programs through its varied
services over the course of its operational history. The site retains the major components of an optical instrumentation site, including missile tracking
equipment housing (Facilities 34870 and 34874, and the two astrodomes) and DOVAP facilities (Facilities 34871 and 34873). Although Miller’s
Watch Site (among others) was a handpicked location by Steinhoff, it does not meet the requirements for association with a person of historic
importance under Criterion B. Steinhoff, based at Holloman AFB, participated in many missile programs during his tenure with the military and was
instrumental in improving the integrated range’s tracking capabilities. He made notable contributions to data accuracy, reduction methods, and
missile recordation and is a highly significant person in the history of WSMR. Miller’s Watch Site is evidence of these contributions as opposed to
standing as the most significant example of them or where he conducted his significant work, however, and is thus not eligible under Criterion B.
Outside of the Askania shelter itself, the site is not noteworthy for architecture or engineering. The buildings are simple yet functional, using common
and proven designs and construction methods. It also does not represent a significant example of engineering, as the site is easily accessible and
does not display the level of ingenuity or design required for significance under Criterion C. Likewise, the site holds no information potential under
Criterion D, as it has been extensively surveyed and the ground shows signs of significant disturbance.
Miller’s Watch Site unfortunately lacks the integrity required to convey its significance under Criterion A. The loss of the specialized equipment used
to track and record missiles in flight and the communications equipment designed to transmit that data impacts integrity to some degree, particularly
workmanship. Per National Register Bulletin #15, How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation, “…workmanship is important because it
can furnish evidence of the technology of a craft, illustrate the aesthetic principles of a historic or prehistoric period, and reveal individual, local,
regional, or national applications of both technological practices and aesthetic principles” (NRB 15, 1997: 45). Similarly, a US Air Force-funded study
of comparable Cold War research, development, testing, and evaluation installations [Thompson and Tagg, Identification and Categorization of Cold
War-Era Research, Development, Testing, and Evaluation Properties, 2007] concludes that:
A property that retains the character-defining elements from its period of significance (i.e., specialized equipment, overall design and layout, or
architectural features) will generally possess sufficient integrity to convey its significance. Conversely, the removal of equipment from a laboratory
because of a shift in mission that resulted in adaptive reuse of the building will compromise the property’s integrity because it no longer retains the
physical characteristics to convey its significance (Thompson and Tagg, 2007: 132).
Technology advancements are a part of military-industrial development, and specialized equipment is expected to be upgraded and replaced as
needed to support various operations and missions. Replacement in kind, therefore, can mitigate some of the impacts to integrity consequential to
the removal of original equipment. In the case of Miller’s Watch, however, all permanent instrumentation was removed and not replaced in kind in any
way. Without any technological component (original or otherwise), the buildings are only shells and lack the integrity required to convey their use or
the significance of their operation to an outside observer, particularly since three of them (Facilities 34871, 34873, and 34874) are simple
manufactured buildings used for a variety of different purposes across the range. In addition, the collection of buildings does not display the shared
qualities required for a historic district when compared to other existing instrumentation sites such as Red Butte Site. Red Butte Site has a larger and
more diverse collection of buildings that forms a cohesive collection in a historic setting that is still in use by mobile equipment. Compared to the
manufactured buildings at Miller’s Watch Site, the architect-designed instrumentation building and later tracking telescope building at Red Butte Site
paint a stark contrast to the accompanying buildings at Miller’s Watch Site. Given the existence of the better example at Red Butte Site, Miller’s
Watch Site is no longer able to convey its significance under Criterion A and is not eligible for listing in the NRHP.
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For HPD Office use only:
HCPI No.__________

1.

District No.________

Name of property:
Facility 31122, Minnow Site

___NRHP ___SRCP

2.

Location:
White Sands Missile Range

Criteria __A __B __C __D

3. Local Reference Number:
31122
4. County
Otero

5. Property Type:
Building
Site

6.

Date of Survey:
9/11/2012

7.

Previous Survey Date(s):

/ /

Photo:

Structure
Object

No previous survey

8. Name of Project:

9. UTM(NAD 83)
Zone:
13
Easting: 384722
Northing: 3679617
10. Photo Information
Negative Location:
View of: West and south facades, facing northeast.
Roll #:
Frame #:
11. Brief Description of the Property:
Facility 31122 is one of eight identical buildings constructed by the US Air Force in 1953-54 to house Askania cinetheodolites at WSMR and
Holloman AFB. The building has a 17’-8” by 17’-8” footprint and consists of two stories and a roof deck. Construction is cast-in-place
concrete; the 10”-thick exterior walls rest on a concrete perimeter beam foundation. Exterior walls are 10” thick and rise 19’-11” above
finished first floor elevation, terminating in a roof deck. A 3’-11”-high perimeter wall, anchored to the roof deck, is set back 2’-6” from the
building perimeter. A 3’-5”-high cylindrical instrument pedestal is mounted in the center of the deck. A unique feature of the building is the
segmental pyramidal aluminum roof that retracted downward on rails mounted on the exterior walls. A hydraulic equipment hoist is on the
north side of the building. The entry is a single, two-paneled steel door with wire glass vision panel on the east facade. Fenestration
consists of nine 1’-8” x 3-4” wood awning windows. A concrete stair, running along the south wall, connects the first and second floors.
The roof deck is accessed from the second floor by a ladder in the northeast corner. No instrumentation remains in the building.
12. Who uses the property?
US Government
13. Construction Date:
Date: 1953
14. Setting:

Known

Suburban
Rural
15. Relationship to Surroundings:

Estimated
Village
Similar

Source: US Government Records
Urban
If Urban:
Dissimilar

Comments:

31122

Commercial

Industrial

Residential

Public

HCPI Base Form (FORM 1)

(Continued from other side)

16. Additional Perspective: (Photos, drawing, footprint, etc., indicate north arrow when possible)
17. Surveyor:

(your name, address, telephone number, and any group
affiliation)

Thomas Eisenhour
AmaTerra Environmental, Inc.
4009 Banister Lane, Ste 300
Austin, TX 78704
Telephone: (512) 329-0031

18. Owner (if known) and other
knowledgeable people:
White Sands Missile Range
South and east facades, facing west.
19. Is Property Endangered?

Unknown

20. Significance to Current Community:
Describe:

No

Yes

Unknown

21. Other Significance or Information of Interest:

None

How?
Low

Moderate

High

(such as historical, legendary, structural, former ownership, etc.)

There are a total of eight USAF Askania towers, five at WSMR and three at Holloman AFB. All were constructed from the same set of
plans prepared in 1952 by Santa Fe architect Kenneth S. Clark, influenced by the recommendations of German scientist Dr. Ernst
Steinhoff and using a sliding roof design developed by the Paramount Steel Corporation for the C.H. Leavell Company. The buildings
were associated with missile testing at WSMR from 1953-1973. The cinetheodolites were manufactured by the Askania-Werke optical
company of Berlin.
22. National or State Register:
Is this property individually listed on a historic register?

Unknown

If ‘no’ or unknown, do you think this property is eligible for listing?

No

Yes
If yes:

No

Yes

State

National

Why? See Continuation sheet.
23. National or State Historic District:
Is this property in a historic district?

If yes:

Unknown
Contributing

State

If ‘yes’, what is the name of the district?
24. Supplemental Forms:
None

HCPI Detail Form (FORM 2)

No
Yes
Non-contributing

Continuation Sheets, # pages: 3
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HCPI No.__________

1.

Please complete HCPI FORM 1 before completing FORM 2
District No.________
___NRHP ___SRCP Criteria __A __B __C __D

Name of property:
Facility 31122, Minnow Site

2.

Location:
White Sands Missile Range

3. Local Reference Number:
Facility 31122
4. County
Otero
5. Date of Survey: 9/11/2012

ARCHITECTURAL AND CONSTRUCTION DETAILS:
6. Visible Construction Material:

7. Number of Stories:

Adobe

Brick

Composition

Concrete: Block

Concrete:
Cast Stone

Concrete:
Poured

Earth
Plaster

Masonry:
Simulated

Metal:
Corrugated

Metal:
Structural
Siding

Metal:
V-Crimp

Stone:
Random
Ashlar

Stone:
Random
Coursed

Stone:
River Rock

Stone:
Rusticated

Stone: Tabular

Stucco

Tile: Clay

Vinyl Siding

Wood: Board
and Batten

Wood:
Horizontal
Siding

Wood:
Jacal

Wood: Log

Wood: Tongue and Groove
10. Windows

Number:
Other:

8. Foundation:
Materials:
Other:
Notes:

N/A
11/2

1

21/2

N/A
None
Raised
Stone

Not visible
At Grade
Concrete

9. Roof:

Wood: Shingle

2

N/A
Flat
Hipped
Shed
Pitch:
None
Medium
Eave
Features:
Asphalt
Materials:
Composition shingle
Composition Roll
Metal: Standing Seam
Tile: Terra Cotta
Other:
Metal: Sheet
Shape:

Gabled
Pyramidal
Other:
Low
Steep
Parapet
Earth
Metal: Pressed
Metal: Corrugated
Metal: V- Crimp
Wood: Shingle

Other: Plywood, Sheet Metal, Steel
Beams
N/A

N/A

11. Doors

Operation

Material

Glazing

Number

Type

Style

Material

Number

Fixed

Metal, Wood

Single-light

9

Hinged

2-panel

Steel

1

Notes: Some windows missing glass, others covered with
plywood or sheet metal.
12. Chimneys N/A

Notes: 2-light vision panel.
13. Porches

(describe whether interior or exterior and material)

N/A

Entry
Partial-Width
Full-Width
Wrap
Concrete apron adjacent to entry way. Retractable roof. Heavy equipment winch.
Type:

14. Other Significant Features
15. Modifications:

No known modifications

#1 Removal of Askania cinetheodolite and associated instrumentation

Date: post-1973

31122

Known

Estimated

Source:

HCPI Detail Form (FORM 2)
16. Primary Architectural Style

(Continued from other side)

Not Applicable

Art Deco/Streamline Moderne

Gothic Revival

Mission Revival

Pueblo

Spanish-Pueblo Revival

Bungalow/Craftsman

International

Neo-Classical

Queen Anne

Territorial

Colonial Revival

Italianate

Northern NM

Ranch

Territorial Revival

Folk Victorian

Mediterranean

Prairie

Spanish-Colonial

Tudor Revival

Notes:

Other: Military Utilitarian

17. Documents Available and Their Locations
“Historical Significance of the Askania Cinetheodolite Towers Located on Holloman Air Force Base and White Sands Missile Range,”
prepared by David Kammer for the new Mexico Natural Heritage Program in January 1997.
Eidenbach, Peter and R. Wessel. Reach for the Sky: Military Architectural Legacy of Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico, 1941-1961. 1994,
WSMR.
Steinhoff, Ernst. Study of the Range Instrumentation and Instrumentation Facilities at Holloman Air Force Base. May 1950, WSMR.
Telephone interview with John Armijo by Bill Godby, Nov. 16, 2012.
SITE:
Attached or Associated Properties: No associated properties.
Are associated properties eligible for listing? N/A
19.Site Plan:

PLEASE INCLUDE:
- Footprint of building
- Porches and balconies
- Major landscape features
- North arrow
- Associated properties
- Walls, fences, gates
- Nearby roads
- Driveways
NOTES:
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District No.__________________

1. Name of property: (historic and/or current name for
property)

Facility 31122, Minnow Site

2. Location:
UTM Datum: NAD83
Zone:
13
Easting:
384722
Northing: 3679617

3. Local Reference Number:
31122
4. County
Otero
5. Date of Survey
9/11/2012
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Additional photographs

West facade, facing east.

North facade, facing south.

Interior view of second floor with access ladder.

Askania cinetheodolite mount on roof deck.

Historic photo of an Askania in action.

Historic aerial of Askania in action (Miller’s Watch Site).
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Continuation of Form 1, Item #22:

Facility 31122 is associated with the Cold War Era Military-Industrial Historic Context themes of “Materiel Development (Research, Development, and
Engineering Centers and Proving Grounds)” and “Air Defense, Ballistic Missile Defense, and Army Missiles,” with a period of significance of 1953-1962
(context and themes contained within Thematic Study and Guidelines: Identification and Evaluation of U.S. Army Cold War Era Military-Industrial
Historic Properties, U.S. Army Environmental Center, Aberdeen Proving Ground, 1998). It was built as part of the US Air Force’s telemetry and optical
data collection site at Minnow Site. The WSMR and Holloman AFB Askania cinetheodolite shelters, including Facility 31122, were evaluated in a 1997
report prepared by David Kammer for the New Mexico Natural Heritage Program, entitled “Historical Significance of the Askania Cinetheodolite Towers
Located on Holloman Air Froce (sic) Base and White Sands Missile Range.” At the time of the report, the shelters were not yet 50 years of age. Dr.
Kammer concluded that Facility 31122 met the Criteria Consideration G requirement for exceptional significance:
[Until] 1973 the Askania theodolite cameras remained one of the most reliable optical instruments for gathering missile test data. In [1953-54], in
an effort to enhance the performance of these cinetheodolites, the Air Force constructed a series of identical towers, including the Minnow Site
tower, in which to house them. From [1953] to 1973, this tower provided improved instrumentation support for a variety of missile, aircraft and
drone tests requiring optical data. Because of the critical role the tower at Minnow Site played in supporting the development of the nation's
missile testing program during the Cold War, it is significant under Criterion A (Kammer, 1997: 38).
Although Askania cinetheodolites were used as early as 1946, their effectiveness was often limited due to environmental limitations such as
atmospheric turbulence and blowing sand. In an effort to overcome these impediments, Air Force personnel and contracting engineers sought to
design a building uniquely suited for the cinetheodolite. Architect-engineer Kenneth Clark, following the recommendations of German rocket scientist
Dr. Ernst Steinhoff, developed a design that raised the elevation of the instrument over 20 feet above the desert floor and protected it from the harsh
environmental conditions of WSMR using a unique retractable roof designed by the Paramount Steel Corporation and the C.H. Leavell Company. The
shelter at Minnow Site is one of five the Air Force constructed on WSMR (the other three were built on HAFB). Its two-story height, marked by
concrete walls, and a deck, capped by a pyramidal four-part retractable metal roof, made the cinetheodolite shelter a unique architectural structure in
which its form clearly denoted its function and presented a notable and unusual solution to a challenging situation. An example of this building type
whose location, design, function and materials were dictated by the Cold War arms race, the shelter at Minnow Site is also significant under Criterion
C. Although it lacks the specialized Askania cinetheodolite equipment, the building has a distinctive and unique shape that readily speaks to its
purpose and significance. It therefore retains sufficient integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association to convey
its significance and is eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The building is part of an archeological survey conducted in March 2013 that
covers the current demolition APE. Although the form of the building is unique, further study would not reveal important information regarding
construction methods, design, or expertise, as the design has been previously documented and construction methods are of the standard practice of
US Army installations during the Cold War period. There is thus no potential for eligibility under Criterion D.
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HCPI No.__________

1.

District No.________

Name of property:
Facility 34180, Red Butte Site

___NRHP ___SRCP

2.

Location:
White Sands Missile Range

Criteria __A __B __C __D

3. Local Reference Number:
34180
4. County
Socorro

5. Property Type:
Building
Site

6.

Date of Survey:
2/22/2012

7.

Previous Survey Date(s):

/ /

Photo:

Structure
Object

No previous survey

8. Name of Project:
FY 2012 Facilities Reduction Program
9. UTM(NAD 83)
Zone:
13
Easting: 345884
Northing: 3744196
10. Photo Information
Negative Location:
View of: West and south facades, facing northeast.
Roll #:
Frame #:
11. Brief Description of the Property:
Facility 34870 is one of eight identical buildings constructed by the US Air Force (USAF) in 1953-54 to house Askania cinetheodolites at
WSMR and Holloman AFB. The building has a 17’-8” by 17’-8” footprint and consists of two stories and a roof deck. Construction is castin-place concrete; the 10”-thick exterior walls rest on a concrete perimeter beam foundation. Exterior walls are 10” thick and rise 19’-11”
above finished first floor elevation, terminating in a roof deck. A 3’-11”-high perimeter wall, anchored to the roof deck, is set back 2’-6” from
the building perimeter. A 3’-5”-high cylindrical instrument pedestal is mounted in the center of the deck. A unique feature of the building is
the segmental pyramidal aluminum roof that retracted downward on rails mounted on the exterior walls. A hydraulic equipment hoist is on
the east side of the building. The entry is a single, two-paneled steel door with wire glass vision panel on the south facade. Fenestration
consists of nine 1’-8” x 3-4” wood awning windows. A concrete stair, running along the west wall, connects the first and second floors. The
roof deck is accessed from the second floor by a ladder in the northeast corner. No instrumentation remains in the building.
12. Who uses the property?
US Government
13. Construction Date:
Date: 1953
14. Setting:

Known

Suburban
Rural
15. Relationship to Surroundings:

Estimated
Village
Similar

Source: US Government Records
Urban
If Urban:
Dissimilar

Commercial

Industrial

Residential

Public

Comments:

Facility 34180
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(Continued from other side)

16. Additional Perspective: (Photos, drawing, footprint, etc., indicate north arrow when possible)
17. Surveyor:

(your name, address, telephone number, and any group
affiliation)

Thomas Eisenhour
AmaTerra Environmental, Inc.
4009 Banister Lane, Ste 300
Austin, TX 78704
Telephone: (512) 329-0031

18. Owner (if known) and other
knowledgeable people:
White Sands Missile Range
South and east facades, facing northwest.
19. Is Property Endangered?

Unknown

20. Significance to Current Community:
Describe:

No

Yes

Unknown

21. Other Significance or Information of Interest:

None

How? Scheduled for demolition
Low

Moderate

High

(such as historical, legendary, structural, former ownership, etc.)

There are a total of eight USAF Askania towers, five at WSMR and three at Holloman AFB. All were constructed from the same set of
plans prepared in 1952 by Santa Fe architect Kenneth S. Clark, influenced by the recommendations of German scientist Dr. Ernst
Steinhoff and using a sliding roof design developed by the Paramount Steel Corporation for the C.H. Leavell Company. The buildings
were associated with missile testing at WSMR from 1953-1973. The cinetheodolites were manufactured by the Askania-Werke optical
company of Berlin.
22. National or State Register:
Unknown
No
Yes
Is this property individually listed on a historic register?
State
National
If yes:
If ‘no’ or unknown, do you think this property is eligible for listing?

No

Yes

Why? See Continuation sheet.
23. National or State Historic District:
Is this property in a historic district?

If yes:

Unknown
Contributing

No
Yes
Non-contributing
State

If ‘yes’, what is the name of the district?

Unknown

National

24. Supplemental Forms:
None

Facility 34180
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For HPD Office use only:
HCPI No.__________

1.

Please complete HCPI FORM 1 before completing FORM 2
District No.________
___NRHP ___SRCP Criteria __A __B __C __D

Name of property:
Facility 34180, Red Butte Site

2.

Location:
White Sands Missile Range

3. Local Reference Number:
Facility 34180
4. County
Socorro
5. Date of Survey: 2/22/2012

ARCHITECTURAL AND CONSTRUCTION DETAILS:
6. Visible Construction Material:

7. Number of Stories:

Adobe

Brick

Composition

Concrete: Block

Concrete:
Cast Stone

Concrete:
Poured

Earth
Plaster

Masonry:
Simulated

Metal:
Corrugated

Metal:
Structural
Siding

Metal:
V-Crimp

Stone:
Random
Ashlar

Stone:
Random
Coursed

Stone:
River Rock

Stone:
Rusticated

Stone: Tabular

Stucco

Tile: Clay

Vinyl Siding

Wood: Board
and Batten

Wood:
Horizontal
Siding

Wood:
Jacal

Wood: Log

Wood: Tongue and Groove
10. Windows

Number:
Other:

8. Foundation:
Materials:
Other:
Notes:

N/A
11/2

1

21/2

N/A
None
Raised
Stone

Not visible
At Grade
Concrete

9. Roof:

Wood: Shingle

2

N/A
Flat
Hipped
Shed
Pitch:
None
Medium
Eave
Features:
Asphalt
Materials:
Composition shingle
Composition Roll
Metal: Standing Seam
Tile: Terra Cotta
Other:
Metal: Sheet
Shape:

Gabled
Pyramidal
Other:
Low
Steep
Parapet
Earth
Metal: Pressed
Metal: Corrugated
Metal: V- Crimp
Wood: Shingle

Other: Plywood, Sheet Metal, Steel
Beams
N/A

N/A

11. Doors

Operation

Material

Glazing

Number

Type

Style

Material

Number

Fixed

Metal, Wood

Single-light

9

Hinged

2-panel

Steel

1

Notes: Only one window with glass present; several windows are
covered by plywood and galvanized sheet steel.
12. Chimneys N/A
(describe whether interior or exterior and material)

Notes: 2-light vision panel.
13. Porches

N/A

Entry
Partial-Width
Full-Width
Wrap
Concrete apron adjacent to entry way. Retractable roof. Heavy equipment winch.
Type:

14. Other Significant Features
15. Modifications:

No known modifications

#1 Removal of Askania cinetheodolite and associated instrumentation

Facility 34180

Date: post-1973

Known

Estimated

Source:
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16. Primary Architectural Style

(Continued from other side)

Not Applicable

Art Deco/Streamline Moderne

Gothic Revival

Mission Revival

Pueblo

Spanish-Pueblo Revival

Bungalow/Craftsman

International

Neo-Classical

Queen Anne

Territorial

Colonial Revival

Italianate

Northern NM

Ranch

Territorial Revival

Folk Victorian

Mediterranean

Prairie

Spanish-Colonial

Tudor Revival

Notes:

Other: Military Utilitarian

17. Documents Available and Their Locations
“Historical Significance of the Askania Cinetheodolite Towers Located on Holloman Air Force Base and White Sands Missile Range,”
prepared by David Kammer for the new Mexico Natural Heritage Program in January 1997.
Eidenbach, Peter and R. Wessel. Reach for the Sky: Military Architectural Legacy of Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico, 1941-1961.
1994, WSMR.
Steinhoff, Ernst. Study of the Range Instrumentation and Instrumentation Facilities at Holloman Air Force Base. May 1950, WSMR.
Telephone interview with John Armijo by Bill Godby, Nov. 16, 2012.
SITE:
18. Attached or Associated Properties:

Red Butte Site consists of Facilities 34180, 34181, 34182, 34183 and 34186.

Are associated properties eligible for listing? See continuation sheet.
19.Site Plan:

PLEASE INCLUDE:

NORTH

34180
34182

34183

- Footprint of building
- Porches and balconies
- Major landscape features
- North arrow
- Associated properties
- Walls, fences, gates
- Nearby roads
- Driveways
NOTES:

34181

34186

Facility 34180
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Additional photographs

East and north facades, facing southwest.

View of south facade and entry, facing north.

Interior view of closed roof panels.

Askania cinetheodolite mount on roof deck.

Historic photo of an Askania in action.

Historic aerial photo of Askania in action (Miller’s Watch Site).
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Continuation of Form 1, Item #22:

Facility 34180 is associated with the Cold War Era Military-Industrial Historic Context themes of “Materiel Development (Research, Development, and
Engineering Centers and Proving Grounds)” and “Air Defense, Ballistic Missile Defense, and Army Missiles,” with a period of significance of 1953-1962
(context and themes contained within Thematic Study and Guidelines: Identification and Evaluation of U.S. Army Cold War Era Military-Industrial
Historic Properties, U.S. Army Environmental Center, Aberdeen Proving Ground, 1998). It was built as part of the US Air Force’s telemetry and optical
data collection site at Red Butte Site. The WSMR and Holloman AFB Askania cinetheodolite shelters, including Facility 34180, were evaluated in a
1997 report prepared by David Kammer for the New Mexico Natural Heritage Program, entitled “Historical Significance of the Askania Cinetheodolite
Towers Located on Holloman Air Froce (sic) Base and White Sands Missile Range.” At the time of the report, the shelters were not yet 50 years of
age. Dr. Kammer concluded that Facility 34180 met the Criteria Consideration G requirement for exceptional significance:
[Until] 1973 the Askania theodolite cameras remained one of the most reliable optical instruments for gathering missile test data. In [1953-54], in
an effort to enhance the performance of these cinetheodolites, the Air Force constructed a series of identical towers, including the Red Butte Site
tower, in which to house them. From [1953] to 1973, this tower provided improved instrumentation support for a variety of missile, aircraft and
drone tests requiring optical data. Because of the critical role the tower at Red Butte Site played in supporting the development of the nation's
missile testing program during the Cold War, it is significant under Criterion A (Kammer, 1997: 38).
Although Askania cinetheodolites were used as early as 1946, their effectiveness was often limited due to environmental limitations such as
atmospheric turbulence and blowing sand. In an effort to overcome these impediments, Air Force personnel and contracting engineers sought to
design a building uniquely suited for the cinetheodolite. Architect-engineer Kenneth Clark, following the recommendations of German rocket scientist
Dr. Ernst Steinhoff, developed a design that raised the elevation of the instrument over 20 feet above the desert floor and protected it from the harsh
environmental conditions of WSMR using a unique retractable roof designed by the Paramount Steel Corporation and the C.H. Leavell Company. The
shelter at Red Butte Site is one of five the Air Force constructed on WSMR (the other three were built on HAFB). Its two-story height, marked by
concrete walls, and a deck, capped by a pyramidal four-part retractable metal roof, made the cinetheodolite shelter a unique architectural structure in
which its form clearly denoted its function and presented a notable and unusual solution to a challenging situation. An example of this building type
whose location, design, function and materials were dictated by the Cold War arms race, the shelter at Red Butte Site is also significant under Criterion
C. Although it lacks the specialized Askania cinetheodolite equipment, the building has a distinctive and unique shape that readily speaks to its
purpose and significance. It therefore retains sufficient integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association to convey
its significance and is eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The building is part of an archeological survey conducted in March 2013 that
covers the current demolition APE. Although the form of the building is unique, further study would not reveal important information regarding
construction methods, design, or expertise, as the design has been previously documented and construction methods are of the standard practice of
US Army installations during the Cold War period. There is thus no potential for eligibility under Criterion D.

Continuation of Form 2, Item #18:

Facility 34180 is associated with the other buildings at Red Butte Site: Facilities 34181, 34182, 34183, and 34186. Facility 34180 is individually eligible
for NHRP listing under Criterion C as detailed on Form 1 Item 22. It is also an integral component of the Red Butte Site, an early remote telemetry and
optical data collection site. Built in 1953 with telemetry, Doppler Velocity and Position (DOVAP), and Askania cinetheodolite capabilities, Red Butte
Site participated in many of the early Air Force and Army missile test programs conducted at White Sands Proving Ground (named changed to WSMR
in 1956) as part of the integrated range capabilities. Red Butte Site came into existence primarily due to a report produced by Dr. Ernst Steinhoff in
1950 that detailed deficiencies in Holloman’s missile tracking and recording instrumentation. At the time, the Air Force had only limited capabilities for
missile tracking between 15 miles and 35 miles north of a launch site, with no tracking capability beyond 35 miles. As the missiles being tested at the
time were equal to or exceeding the 35 mile limit, Steinhoff proposed improvements to instrumentation on the integrated range (WSPG) for use by all
military branches. Among these was construction of a cinetheodolite and DOVAP station at Red Butte. Red Butte was an ideal location as it was an
accessible, low elevation location within line-of-site of other proposed stations at North Oscura Peak (east) and Skillet Knob (south) for triangulation
purposes. As envisioned by Steinhoff, Red Butte Site would contain an Askania cinetheodolite “shelter” (initially recommended as 10-12 feet in height),
DOVAP receiver, triangulation beacon, radar slave station, and radio telecommunications (Steinhoff, 1950: 56-57).
Although Red Butte did indeed see construction of an instrumentation site, its composition differed from what Steinhoff initially proposed. An
environmental condition known as “atmospheric boil” compromised the accuracy of data from tracking telescopes, cameras, and cinetheodolites. The
desert heat created ground heat shimmers that could skew the image in the telescope and introduce errors in positioning measurements. In addition,
the blowing winds often contained gypsum crystals from nearby dry lake beds, which could corrode and damage sensitive optical equipment. Previous
raised cinetheodolite stations proved unsatisfactory; thus, the cinetheodolite building at Red Butte Site was one of the two-story shelters designed by
Clark with the instrumentation on the roof, protected by a specialized retractable pyramidal cover. This shelter, along with a semi-permanent
instrumentation building of concrete and masonry (Facility 34181) and a steel generator building (Facility 34182), were constructed at Red Butte Site in
1953.
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The Army added an optical tracking telescope in 1954, expanding the site's tracking capabilities (Facility 34183); however, for unknown reasons the
building was only used for a short period of time and from 1957 onwards was primarily used for storage. In 1966, the Army added a T-375 dual lens
tracking telescope in an astrodome atop an instrumentation building (Facility 34186; Armijo, 2012). As technology advanced, WSMR moved more
toward mobile instrumentation stations or specialized sites built in other parts of the range. By the 1980s, Red Butte Site appears to have ceased
hosting permanent tracking equipment and was used primarily as a mobile site.

Continuation of Form 2, Item #18:

The Red Butte Site is significant under Criterion A for its role in early WSMR missile testing, with a period of significance of 1953-1962, covering the
period from initial construction through the historic period. Built specifically to extend the tracking range, accuracy, and capabilities for Air Force and
Army missile tests per the guidance and suggestions of Steinhoff, Red Butte Site served many missile programs through its varied services over the
course of its operational history, and continues to do so through mobile facilities. The variety of capabilities as exemplified by the surviving buildings
creates a well-defined and significant grouping of contributing resources that, as a whole, is immediately recognizable as a significant and substantial
instrumentation site. Although Red Butte Site (among others) was a handpicked location by Steinhoff, it does not meet the requirements for
association with a person of historic importance under Criterion B. Steinhoff, based at Holloman AFB, participated in many missile programs during his
tenure with the military and was instrumental in improving the integrated range’s tracking capabilities. He made notable contributions to data accuracy,
reduction methods, and missile recordation and is a highly significant person in the history of WSMR. Red Butte Site is evidence of these contributions
as opposed to standing as the most significant example of them or where he conducted his significant work, however, and is thus not eligible under
Criterion B. Outside of the Askania shelter itself, the site is not particularly noteworthy for architecture or engineering. The buildings are simple yet
functional, using common and proven designs and construction methods. It also does not represent a significant example of engineering, as the site is
easily accessible (and optimally placed) and does not display the level of ingenuity or design required for significance under Criterion C. Likewise, the
site holds no information potential under Criterion D. A recent archeological survey of the site resulted in a negative survey, and the ground shows
signs of significant disturbance.
Red Butte Site has some impacts to integrity but overall retains sufficient integrity to convey its significance under Criterion A. The collection of
buildings displays the cohesiveness and shared qualities required for a historic district. The visual presented by the surviving buildings on the
landscape is similar to what was extant in the historic period along with comparable vistas from the property. The loss of the specialized equipment
used to track and record missiles in flight and the communications equipment designed to transmit that data impacts integrity to some degree,
particularly workmanship. Per National Register Bulletin #15, How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation, “…workmanship is important
because it can furnish evidence of the technology of a craft, illustrate the aesthetic principles of a historic or prehistoric period, and reveal individual,
local, regional, or national applications of both technological practices and aesthetic principles” (NRB 15, 1997: 45). Similarly, a US Air Force-funded
study of comparable Cold War research, development, testing, and evaluation installations [Thompson and Tagg, Identification and Categorization of
Cold War-Era Research, Development, Testing, and Evaluation Properties, 2007] concludes that:
A property that retains the character-defining elements from its period of significance (i.e., specialized equipment, overall design and layout, or
architectural features) will generally possess sufficient integrity to convey its significance. Conversely, the removal of equipment from a laboratory
because of a shift in mission that resulted in adaptive reuse of the building will compromise the property’s integrity because it no longer retains the
physical characteristics to convey its significance (Thompson and Tagg, 2007: 132).
Technology advancements are a part of military-industrial development, and specialized equipment is expected to be upgraded and replaced as
needed to support various operations and missions. Replacement in kind, therefore, can mitigate some of the impacts to integrity consequential to the
removal of original equipment. In the case of Red Butte, all permanent instrumentation was removed and transferred to mobile facilities. The buildings
themselves, although only shells of their previous function, have not been adaptively re-used for other purposes other than storage nor have their
design or exterior materials been significantly altered. From an external vantage point, the buildings retain their original appearance and suggestion of
operation. Red Butte Site is still in active use as an instrumentation station, although the technology has evolved to mobile facilities from fixed
locations. Combined, the surviving elements of Red Butte Site provide sufficient integrity of location, design, setting, materials, feeling, and association
to convey its significance as an early missile tracking site. All buildings are considered contributing except for Facility 34186, the astrodome, as it is
not yet 50 years of age and does not meet the requirements of Criterion Consideration G for properties less than 50 years of age. Its complimentary
presence does not impact the integrity of Red Butte Site, however, and thus does not affect the overall eligibility of the historic district.
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